





RAYMOND PARKS & RECREATION
Ten Years of Year-Round Recreation Activities
Raymond Recreation Commission established March 1976
library




The Board of Selectmen hereby dedicates the 1986 Town of Raymond Annual Report to the memory
of George C. Gove. A native son, his record of public service over nearly half a century is certainly
worthy of this recognition. He served as Trustee of Trust Funds, Supervisor of the Checklist, Delegate
to N. H. Constitutional Conventions, President of Raymond Industrial Association, President of Ray-
mond Athletic Club, and two terms as a Selectman.
Perhaps his greatest contributions were as a private citizen when he accepted the chairmanship of a
committee in 1957 to extensively up-date the town's water system and his efforts in 1968 to enlarge
and beautify the Pine Grove Cemetery.
Often sought out by residents and town officials for his advice and counsel, George's influence in
the community over the years has been profound.
The passing of his kind is indeed a loss; our only consolation is that Raymond today is a better place
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RECREATION YESTERDAY AND TODAY
The Raymond Recreation Commission was officially
established at the 1976 Town Meeting to provide year round
recreation activities but this certainly was not the town's first
steps in providing recreation activities. Actually the Summer
Playground which exists today began in the summer of 1954.
Approximately 75 children attended the weekly morning pro-
gram which was supported with donations by local merchants,
bake sales and tag days.
Cynthia Holt Gagnon and Melvin Cross were the directors
of that first summer program. Cynthia received $75 and Melvin
$125 for the summer (Melvin was in college and needed more).
Support by parents and volunteers kept the program running.
In those days you could still buy ten-cent ice cream cones at
Fasekis Fruit Store (now Raymond Fruit). Fridays were Parade
Days, and everyone that entered the parade was a winner and
received a trip to Candy Land or the Fruit Store for their prize.
The first Little League team was formed that year as a result
of the summer program. The summer swimming program also
began then. Every afternoon Herman Clock would load the bus
with eager kids and take them to Camp Se Sa Maca, to the Boy
Scout Camp and eventually to Langford's Beach (now the town
beach) for swim lessons. The shop at the high school was used
by the playground kids to build their soap box derby racers for
their annual race.
The high point of each season was always the giant field
day. Everyone participated—children, parents and volunteers.
There were three-legged races, egg tosses and sack races as well
as a huge craft fair.
The newly established Recreation Commission took over
the operations of the summer program in 1976 and hired its first
full-time, year round Recreation Director, Rick Bates, in June
1977. With strong community support the Recreation Depart-
ment has blossomed into a well-rounded program for adults as
well as for children. In those early days the support of local
volunteers proved cruicial for the success of the program, and
this still holds true today, as many people volunteer in programs
run directly by the Recreation Department or other service
oriented organizations. The Raymond Youth Athletic Associa-
tion which currently runs the Little League consisting of 15
teams has an extensive volunteer support network. Scouting,
both boys and girls, is alive and well in Raymond again due
to the hard work of volunteers. The Raymond Youth Soccer
Club, the Raymond Arts Associates, Aerobics and Pop Warner
Football are all run by volunteers. These are some of the many
activities which are supported in full or in part by the spirit of
volunteerism.
It has been one of the goals of the Recreation Department
to encourage this type of cooperative community spirit by pro-
viding whatever support is necessary to help volunteers do their
jobs and then filling in the spaces with direct sponsorship of
programs. Over the years the Recreation Department has grown
but not to the point where it is a cumbersome bureaucratic struc-
ture bogged down by its own existence. Our aim is to find ways
to help things happen rather than finding reasons they can't.
OFFICIAL TOWN ELECTION
MARCH 11, 1986
The meeting was called to order at 10:00 A.M. by
Moderator Frank Case. The Moderator announced the ballot
clerks as follows: Marion Lovejoy, Joan King, Margaret Case,
Pauline Gordon, Rita Curtis, Assunta Ege, Elizabeth Robin-
son and Delmar Anderson. Moderator Frank Case inspected,
locked and sealed all ballot boxes prior to the opening of the
polls. The flag of the United States of America was saluted and
the Moderator read the school district warrant and the Town
of Raymond warrant.
The Moderator declared the polls closed at 7:00 P.M.
The results of voting are as follows:
Total regular votes for Town Election
Total absentee votes for Town Election




TOTAL VOTE SAME AS ABOVE FOR ZONING
ARTICLE 1 - Town Officers
MODERATOR for Two Years
Frank G. Case
BUDGET COMMITTEE for One Year Vote For One
Leo Michael Fitzgerald 207
Timothy Lewis 305
BUDGET COMMITTEE for Three Years Vote For Two
William R. Harland 342
Donna E. Margaritis 249
Nathan H. Pearce, Jr. 338





Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 72:37 for the exemp-
tion for the blind from property tax? This statute provides that
every inhabitant who is legally blind shall be exempt each year
from the property tax on a residence to the value of $15,000.00
(Inserted on petition of ten or more registered voters.)
YES-369 NO- 166






SELECTMAN for One Year
Sally L. Paradis
Lyman Hammond, Jr.
SELECTMAN for Three Years





SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST for Six Years
Marion E. Lovejoy
WATER COMMISSIONER for One Year
Donald F. A. Begg, H
WATER COMMISSIONER for Three Years














YES-439 / NO- 113
YES-385 / NO- 150
YES-346 / NO- 165
YES-323 / NO- 179
YES-362 / NO- 153
Moderator Frank Case announced the election results and
declared each person with a majority vote duly elected.
The results of Article 3 and Article 4 along with the amend-
ments were also announced by the moderator.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by
Harold Wood to adjourn the meeting. Meeting adjourned at 9:40
P.M.
A true record — Attest:
Gloria E. Carney
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS for Three YearsVotefor One
Gail Columbus 320
Kathryn Fongeallaz 196
LIBRARY TRUSTEE for Three Years
Margaret A. Case 576
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
The Annual Town Meeting of Raymond, NH was called to
order at 10:05 AM by Moderator Frank Case. Reverand Roy
Glave offered prayer and the flag of the United States was
saluted.
The Moderator announced the ballot clerks for the meeting
as follows: Marian Lovejoy, Rita Curtis, Elizabeth Robinson,
Pauline Gordon, Assunta Ege, Joan King, Delmar Anderson
and Margaret Case. Announcement was made that the Simplified
Rules of Order would be used for the meeting. The Pink card
'j' was used.
ARTICLE #1
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the year ensuing and make appropriations of
same.
A motion was made by Michael Quintal and Seconded by
Richard Moales to accept Article #1 in the amount of
$1,763,870.00.
A motion was made by Nelson Sherman and seconded by
Donald Begg to increase article #1 by $6,000.00 for hydrant
rental, making the total amount of the budget $1,769,870.00.
VOTE ON THE AMENDMENT WAS IN THE AFFIRMA-
TIVE. THE AMENDMENT PASSED. MOTION BY
MICHAEL QUINTAL VOTED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE ON
ARTICLE # 1 AS AMENDED. SECONDED BY
R. MOALES
ARTICLE Wl
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the Town Meeting, money for the State, Federal, or other
governmental unit, or a private source, which becomes available
during the year, provided the monies be used only for legal pur-
poses for which a town may appropriate money and that the
expenditure not require the expenditure of other town funds.
Further, that the Selectmen will hold a public hearing on the
action to be taken.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and Seconded by Ann
Pearson to accept Article #2 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #2 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #3
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to bor-
row money in anticipation of taxes.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Stephen
Sloan to accept Article #3 as printed.
MARCH 15, 1986
VOTE ON ARTICLE #3 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #4
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the town by
tax collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed bid)
or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as
justice may require.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Stephen
Sloan to accept Article #4 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #4 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty-seven Thousand Dollars ($27,000) as the Town's
share for rehabilitating the Epping Street Bridge. This appropria-
tion is contingent upon receiving Fifty Four Thousand Dollars
($54,000) in State Aid. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Richard
Dolan to accept Article #5 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #5 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #6
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000) as the Town's share for replacing
the Onway Lake Outlet Bridge, and to authorize the withdrawal
of this sum from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. This ap-
propriation is contingent upon receipt of One Hundred Thou-
sand Dollars ($100,000) in State Aid. RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by Ronald Simone and seconded by
Stephen Sloan to accept Article #6 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #6 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #7
To see if the Town will authorize the continuance of the Safety
Complex Committee formed by the Board of Selectmen in
January of 1985. The function of the Committee is to evaluate
current and future space requirements for the Fire Department,
Police Department, Dispatch Center, Civil Defense Department,
and the Raymond Ambulance Association. The Committee will
report its findings and recommendations to the Board of Select-
men for further action at the 1987 Town Meeting.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Donald
Begg, II to accept Article #7 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #7 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #8
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to
enter into an agreement for the purchase of land for future town
purposes, such purchase to be authorized by a town meeting
vote.
A motion was made by Ann Pearson and seconded by Stephen
Sloan to accept Article #11 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #11 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($1,400) in support
of the Richie McFarland Children's Center. (Inserted on peti-
tion often or more registerd voters). RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Stephen
Sloan to accept Article #8 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #8 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE.
A motion was made by Nancy Hurd and seconded by
Claudette Hansen to accept Article #12 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #12 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #9 ARTICLE #13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of renovating
the present Dispatch/Police office area, such renovation not to
increase the floor area now occupied by these departments within
the Fire Station. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($750) in support of the Seacoast
Task Force on Family Violence, operators of A Safe Place, a
shelter for battered women and their children. (Inserted on peti-
tion of ten or more registered voters). RECOMMENDED BY
THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by sally Paradis and seconded by Dana
Kingston to accept article #9 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #9 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
A motion was made by Alice Wall and seconded by Judith
Sloan to accept Article #13 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #13 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Twenty-eight Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty-five Dollars
($28,835) in support of the following Social Service Agencies:
Seacoast Mental Health Center, Inc. - $2,500; Rockingham
County Community Action Program, Inc. - $10,055;
Newmarket Regional Health Center - $2,500; Area
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service - $3,000; Rockingham
Child and Family Services - $2,290; Exeter Area Visiting Nurse
Association $8,490. RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Ronald
Simone to accept Article #10 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #10 IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #11
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Thousand Sixty Dollars ($1,060) for the purpose of
defraying the cost of services provided to the TownofRaymond
and its residents by Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New
Hampshire. (Inserted on petition of ten or more registered
voters). RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE.
At 1 1:30 AM , Moderator Frank Case recessed the meeting
for fifteen minutes. Attorney Gordon Snyder gave a report on
the Industrial Development Committee's actions during 1985.
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen Sally Paradis also men-
tioned citizens who had served on various Board's throughout
1985 who have since resigned. They were Burgess Robinson,
Water Commissioner; Caroline Severance, Ann Pearson, Lor-
raine Reed and John Ornell. There was a round of applause.
Chairman Paradis then informed the public that the 1985
Town Report has been dedicated to the Raymond Volunteer Fire
Department.
Stephen Sloan then gave a report on the Capital Improve-
ment's Program. He stated that the Planning Board has reviewed
the zoning and many amendments were passed. He thanked the
voters for their support, and said that over the next year, the
Planning Board will be looking into the Capital Improvements
Program for recommended amendments at next year's town
meeting.
Roger Woodhead, representative to the Raymond School
Building Committee, stated that the Committee is seeking new
members and that the next meeting would be held on April 9,
1986.
Moderator Frank Case reconvened the meeting at 12:07 PM.
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ARTICLE #14
To see if the voters of Raymond will vote to abolish the
Charter and bylaws of the present Raymond Water Department.
Upon passage of this article, a new Raymond Water Depart-
ment will be established, and will operate under the following
guidelines:
I. ASSETS & PROPERTY
A. All assets and property of the Raymond Water Department
will become the property of the Town of Raymond.
1 . Any monies which are now in any bank accounts of
the Raymond Water Department will be Placed in a capital
Reserve Fund for future improvements, repairs or expan-
sion of the Raymond Water Department.
H. COMMISSIONERS
A. The Raymond Water Department will consist of a three
member Board of Water Commissioners. They will be elected,
as in the Past, to a three year term.
1 . The present Water Commissioners will finish out the
term for which they were elected.




They will serve in an advisory capacity to the Board
of Selectmen. They will report to the selectmen, weekly,
on any matters concerning the operations of the Raymond
Water Department.
2. They will advise the Selectmen on any major pro-
blems concerning the Raymond Water Department and
will advise the Selectmen on any long range improvements
that may be needed.
m. EMPLOYEES OF THE RAYMOND WATER
DEPARTMENT
A. All employees of the Raymond Water Department will
become employees of the Town of Raymond, and will fulfill
their duties as instructed by the Board of Selectmen.
1 The Water Commissioners may advise the Selectmen
on any needed work that employees may have to do.
2. Any employee of the Raymond Water Department
will report immediately to the Commissioners any major
problem or malfunction of the Raymond Water System.
B. All employees of the Raymond Water Department will be
paid according to the pay schedule set by the Board of
Selectmen.
IV. SELECTMEN'S DUTIES
A. The Board of Selectmen will be solely responsible for the
operation of the Raymond Water Department.
1 The Selectmen will consult with the Water Commis-
sioners before any decisions concerning the Raymond
Water Department are made, but the Selectmen will make
the final decision in any matters concerning the Raymond
Water Department.
2 The Selectmen will be responsible for seeing that any
employee of the Raymond Water Department fulfills his
duties, and the Selectmen will establish a job description
for all Raymond Water Department employees.
V. BYLAWS
A. Within sixty (60) days after passage of this article, the
Selectmen and the Water Commissioners will establish and
publish a new set of bylaws of the Raymond Water Department.
1
.
Each Selectman and each Water Commissioner will
have an equal vote in regards to the passage of the bylaws.
2. The bylaws of the Raymond Water Department can
be changed or upgraded as needed, with each Selectman
and each Water Commissioner having an equal vote.
Upon passage of this article, the sum of Two Thousand
Dollars ($2,000) will be raised and appropriated within the
Water Department Budget to offset any necessary cost of educa-
tion or schooling of at least one Water Department employee,
so that the employee may obtain any license or certificate that
may be required by the State of New Hampshire, or that the
Selectmen may feel the employee needs.
Any legal services necessary to implement this article, will
also be paid from the above $2,000. (Inserted on petition of
ten or more registered voters.)
A motion was made by Michael Quintal and seconded by
Charlene Brox to accept Article #14 as printed.
The Moderator then opened the Article for discussion.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #14 IN NEGATIVE.
A motion was made by Stephen Sloan that the vote on Arti-
cle #14 be reconsidered. Moderator Frank Case stated that no
further action could be taken on Article #14.
ARTICLE #15
Whereas department heads and Town Officers in the Town
of Raymond set policies and make decisions affecting all
residents of the Town; and Whereas these policies and deci-
sions affect our property, liberty and safety; and Whereas Ray-
mond is a community providing housing that is very affordable
in comparison to communties in the area; and Whereas residing
in a community fosters fuller understanding of a community;
and Whereas better understanding is likely to result in better
policies and decisions. Now therefore be it resolved that the
Town of Raymond adopt the following ordinance: To hold any
of the following officers, a person shall be required to be a
fulltime resident of Raymond: Chief of Police, Fire Chief, Road
Agent, Health Officer, Building Inspector and Administrative
Assistant. (Inserted on petition often or more registered voters.)
A motion was made by Linda Fontaine and seconded by San-
dra Ellis to accept Article #15 as printed.
VOTE ON ARTICLE #15 IN THE NEGATIVE.
Kathleen Hoelzel then overruled the moderator that no recon-
sidertaion could be accepted on Article 14. Stephen Sloan
seconded. A vote was taken on the overrule as follows:
VOTE FOR THE OVERRULE: 43
VOTE AGAINST THE OVERRULE: 55
THE OVERRULE FAILED
ARTICLE #16
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men on behalf of the Town to enter into a cooperative agree-
ment, pursuant to RSA Chapter 53-A, for the purpose of join-
ing together towns in a joint and cooperative effort for the
disposal of solid waste in a manner which will meet federal and
state regulations. The cooperative to be formed under the
cooperative agreement will be designated the 'Tri-County Solid
Waste Management Cooperative'. A copy of the current draft
of the proposed cooperative agreement is posted with the war-
rant and is available at the town offices during normal business
hours. The Board of Selectmen is specifically authorized on
behalf of the Town (a) to execute and deliver the agreement
(with such changes therein from the posted agreements as the
Board of Selectmen shall approve, such approval to be con-
clusively evidenced by the Board of Selectmen's execution
thereof), and such other instruments, documents, and
agreements as the Board of Selectmen, in cooperation with the
Town Counsel, may deem necessary for desirable in furtherance
of the purposes of this agreement, including but not limited to
instruments, documents and agreements with private parties for
the collection, transportation, delivery and disposition of all or
part of any solid waste generated within the Town to designated
resource recovery facilities or such other facilities as may be
designated by the Town for processing, or for other disposi-
tion or handling; (b) to cause to be performed all obligations
which may from time to time be required pursuant to the terms
of the cooperative agreement; and (c) to take action thereto.
A motion was made by Ronald Simone and seconded by Sal-
ly Paradis to accept Article #16 as printed.
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #17
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Select-
men on behalf of the Town to enact ordinances con-
cerning the supervision and regulation of the collection,
transportation, delivery and disposition of all or part of any solid
waste generated within the Town so that the same is delivered
to a designated resource facility or such other facilities as may
be designated by the Town for processing or for other disposi-
tion or handling.
A motion was made by Ronald Simone and seconded by Ann
Pearson to accept Article #17 as printed.
VOTE IN THE AFFIRMATIVE
ARTICLE #18
To see if the Town will vote to adopt written welfare
guidelines as proposed by the Board of Selectmen. Chapter 380
of the Laws of 1985 requires the Town to adopt written welfare
guidelines prior to April 1, 1986. (Copies of the full text of
the proposed guidelines are on file with the Town Clerks.
A motion was made by Sally Paradis and seconded by Ronald
Simone that this Article be indefinitely postponed.
MOTION CARRIED- ARTICLE POSTPONED
INDEFINITELY
Kathleen Hoelzel made a resolution that Moderator Frank
Case appoint a committee - being made up of two Selectmen;
one Water Commissioner; and four members of the public- two
water users and two non-water users, to study the Water Depart-
ment. Seconded by Judith Sloan.
RESOLUTION PASSED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE.
Margaret Case then requested that the sound system be be
checked prior to the next Town Meeting.
A motion was made by Ann Pearson and seconded by Stephen
Sloan to adjourn the meeting at 1:35 PM. The meeting was
adjourned.






The State Primaiy Election was held in the Raymond High
School Gymnasium on Tuesday, September 9, 1986. Moderator,
Frank Case, declared the polls open at 9:58 AM.
The Moderator announced the ballot clerks as follows: Alice
Wall, Assunta Ege, Francis O'Brien, Frederick Bell, Sandra
Ellis, Joan King, Guy Spinney, and Florence Bell.
The ballot boxes had been inspected, locked, and sealed before
the opening of the polls. The moderator declared the polls closed
at 7:02 PM.
Results of voting are as follows:
Republican regular ballots: 388
Republican absentee ballots: 11
Democratic regular ballots: 162
Democratic absentee ballots: 3
Total number of regular and absentee ballots:564
Total number of registered Republicans on Checklist
as of the close of the polls: 1 300
Total number of registered Democrats on Checklist
as of the close of the polls: 847
Total number of Undeclared names on Checklist as





Paul M. Gagnon, 46
Paul McEachern, 77
John H. Sununu, 6
REPUBLICAN
Roger L. Easton, 88






Robert L. Dupay, 24












Kenneth J. Bush, 13 Louis G. Georgopoulos, 118
Burton J. Cohen, 35 Robert C. Smith, 266






Louis D'Allesandro, 93 Earl A. Rinker III, 172
John J. McDonough, 39 William A. Varkas, 119
Robert L. Stanton, 18 Louis D'Allesandro, 2
STATE SENATOR
DEMOCRAT REPUBLICAN
Graham Chynoweth, 109 Robert Lynn, 146
William A. Johnson, 233
REPRESENTATIVE
DEMOCRAT REPUBLICAN
Delmar C. Anderson, 92 John S. Barnes Jr., 315
Thomas J. Cashman, 58 John Hoar Jr., 153
Susan M. Joyce, 93 Calvin Warburton, 36
William Ryan, 92 Margaret Case, 3
Margaret Case, 2 John Ornell, 1
John Barnes Jr., 4 Daniel Brei, 1
Calvin Warburton, 2 Paul Brown, 1
Sally Paradis, 1 Charles Lord, 1
John Hoar Jr., 1 Susan Joyce, 2

















Kathleen M. Scholes, 207


















Alfred N. D'Urso, 175





Carleton Eldredge, 3 Carleton Eldredge, 256




Roy A. Arsenault Jr., 118 Clarke R. Chandler, 326
REGISTER OF DEEDS
DEMOCRAT REPUBLICAN
Michael J. Konopka, 116 Betty Waitt Luce, 328
Betty Waitt Luce, 1
REGISTER OF PROBATE
DEMOCRAT REPUBLICAN














M. Maureen E. Barrows, 161
District 6
REPUBLICAN





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Raymond in the County
of Rockingham, New Hampshire.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Raymond High
School Gymnasium in said Raymond on Tuesday, the 4th day
of November 1986 (the polls will be open between the hours
often a.m. and seven p.m.) to act upon the following subjects:
To bring in your votes for Governor, United States Senator,
United States Representative, Executive Councilor, State
Senator, State Representative and County Officers.
To bring in your votes on the alteration and amendment
to the New Hampshire Constitution proposed by the 1985
General Court.
Given under our hands and seal, this 14th day of October,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty six.
Selectmen of Raymond
STATE GENERAL ELECTION 1986
NOVEMBER 4, 1986
The State General Election was held at the Raymond High
School Gymnasium on Tuesday, November 4, 1986. Moderator
pro-tem, J. Chandler Newton swore in the Ballot Clerks and
the Supervisor of the Checklist pro-tem, Elaine Clark prior to
the opening of the polls. The ballot boxes were inspected, locked
and sealed. The Moderator announced the ballot clerks as
follows: Pauline Gordon, Assunta Ege, Joan King, Alice Wall,
Judith Frontierro, Florence Bell, Francis O'Brien and Frederick
Bell. A prayer was offered by J. Chandler Newton and the flag
was saluted. Prior to the opening of the polls the warrent was
read by the Moderator; he also declared that the absentee ballots
would be opened at 1 :00 P.M. The Moderator declared the polls
open at 10:10 A.M.
At 7:05 P.M. the Moderator declared the polls closed.
The results of the voting are as follows:
Total number of registered Republicans:
Total number of registered Democrats:
Total number of Undeclared Voters:









Warren B. Rudman (Republican)
Endicott Peabody (Democratic)
Bruce L. Valley (Independent)
Nathan Stein Write-in
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Robert C. Smith (Republican)















Earl A. Rinker HI (Republican) 641
Louis D'Allesandro (Democratic) 643
STATE SENATOR
William A. Johnson (Republican) 869
Graham Chynoweth (Democratic) 337

































Clarke R. Chandler (Republican)
Roy A. Arsenault, Jr. (Democrat)
Arne R. Erickson (Libertarian)
REGISTER OF DEEDS
Betty Waitt Luce (Republican)














REGISTER OF PROBATE COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Edward J. Howard (Republican) 867 M. Maureen E. Barrows (Republican) 363
Francis L. Thibodeau (Democrat) 349 Margaret A. Case (Democrat) 1006
QUESTION RELATING TO CONSTITUTIONAL AMEND- There being no further business, the election was adjourn-
MENTS PROPOSED BY THE GENERAL COURT: ed at 10:55 P.M.
- . . . A true record — ATTEST:
Are you in favor of amending the constitution to provide that
the amount in controversy required in order for a party to cer-
r]
. _ _
tain civil suits to be entided to a jury trial shall be determined T r)




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM TEN A.M. TO 7:00
P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Raymond, in the Coun-
ty of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Raymond High
School gymnasium in said Raymond on Tuesday, the tenth day
of March, 1987, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2
To see if the Town will vote to re-zone the land shown on
Raymond Tax Map as 028-006-062 to allow an adult mobile
home park, i.e., rezoned to Zone H. The property consists of
a 12 acre parcel served by town water and abuts the adult mobile
home park owned by Lyman R. Hammond, Jr. which fronts
on Prescott Road. (Inserted on a petition of twenty-five or more
registered voters.) The Planning Board recommends a "Yes"
vote on this Article.
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 3, Section
3:3 of the Raymond Zoning Ordinance to include Map 5, Lot
56A as part of Zone "C" Commercial Zone. (Inserted on a
petition of twenty-five or more registered voters.) The Plann-
ing Board recommends a "Yes" vote on this Article.
ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to enact the following am-
mendments to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Ray-
mond Planning Board:
Amendment 1 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #1 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add under Article 1 - General
provisions of 1:6A for a multi-family development an
undeveloped area of 6,000 square feet per dwelling exclusive
of building and roadways.
Amendment 2 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #2 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete Article 1, Section
l:7(b) - Building permits limited to 4% annually and replace
it with new Article 1, Section l:7(b) Building permits for new
dwelling units are limited annually to 10%.
Amendment 3 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #3 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To delete Article 1 , Section 1 :7(d)
Building permits available April 1 and replace it with a new
Article 1 , Section 1 :7(d) Twenty five percent of the permits shall
be available each quarter beginning on April 1
.
Amendment 4 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #4 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add to Article 1, Section
l:7(e) language clarifying the length of time building permits
are valid.
Amendment 5 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #5 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete Article 1, Section
1 : 8(c)(9) Fee schedule and replace it with a new Article 1 , Sec-
tion 1 : 8(c)(9) Fees for cluster development will be provided in
the Site Plan Review.
Amendment 6 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #6 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete Article 2, Section 2:50
Mobile Home definition and replace it with a new Article 2,
Section 2:50 Mobile Home definitions as per State RSA 674:31.
Amendment 7 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #7 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete item #4 and #8 of Ar-
ticle 4, Section 4:3(a) and include it in Article 4, Section 4:3(b)
amending the list of permitted use.
Amendment 8 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #8 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add to Article 6, Section 6:2
a new 6:2A language to reduce the setbacks for accessory
buildings.
Amendment 9 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #9 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete Article 10, Section
10:5 and replace it with a new Article 10, Section 10:5 Prior
to construction proceeding, past placement of the foundation
footings, a plot plan certified by a registered land surveyor shall
be presented to the building inspector showing acceptable set-
back from all lot lines. A sketch plan is required at the time
the permit is first requested.
Amendment 10 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #10 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add to Article 10, Section
10:6 language clarifying permits issued for new dwellings under
Article 1, Section 1:7E.
Amendment 1 1 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #1 1 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete Article 10, Section
10:7 and replace it with a new Article 10, Section 10:7 Building
permit fees will be set by the Selectmen.
Amendment 12 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #12 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To delete the word Restrictions
throughout the ordinance, specifically Section 1:7 and replace
it with the word Regulations.
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Amendment 13 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #13 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To adopt Article 10, Section
10: 12(f) adopting procedures for granting of Special Exceptions.
Amendment 14 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #14 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add to Article 4: 1-1 to per-
mit camping areas as a special exception in the Residential Zone.
Amendment 15 — Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #15 proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows: To add to Article 4, Section 4:2A
to permit camping areas as permitted use in the Commercial
Zone.
Given under our hands and seal this ninth day of February,
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven.
Harold R. Wood, Jr., Chairman
Sally L. Paradis
Ronald P. Simone
John S. Barnes, Jr.
Michael E. Quintal
Selectmen of Raymond
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest
Harold R. Wood, Jr.
Sally L. Paradis
Ronald P. Simone





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN AT TEN A.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Raymond, in the Coun-
ty of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Raymond High
School gymnasium in said Raymond on Saturday, the fourteenth
day of March, 1987, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1
To see if the Town will appropriate $2,000,000 or any other
sum for the construction of a Safety Complex, consisting of
police, fire, ambulance and related facilities; for the reconstruc-
tion, alteration and enlargement of the Town Office Building;
for land acquisition related to and the construction, reconstruc-
tion, alteration, enlargement and relocation of the Dudley-
Tucker Library; and for purchasing equipment and furnishings
of a lasting character in connection therewith; to determine
whether this appropriation shall be raised by borrowing or other-
wise; or to take any action relative thereto. RECOMMEND-
ED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 2
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further ac-
tion by the town meeting, money from the State, Federal, or
other governmental unit, or a private source, which becomes
available during the year, provided the monies be used only for
legal purposes for which a town may appropriate and that the
expenditure not require the expenditure of other town funds.
Further, that the Selectmen will hold a public hearing on the
action to be taken.
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the town
by tax collector's deed by public auction (or advertised sealed
bid) or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen
as justice may require.
ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen
to enter into an agreement for the purchase of land for future
town purposes, such purchase to be authorized by a town
meeting vote.
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town should reorganize the present five (5)
member Recreation Commission to a seven (7) member Recrea-
tion Commission under N.H. RSA 35B:1 through 35B:7. The
Commission shall consist of seven (7) members appointed by
the Board of Selectmen, one who shall be a selectman and one
who shall be a member of, and recommended by, the school
board. Terms shall be fixed on an alternating basis as recom-
mended by law. The Commission shall have the general powers
and duties as outlined under the above mentioned RSAs and
with specific powers under RSA 35B:3 Roman Numeral I
through Vm.
ARTICLE 7
On petition of Nelson E. Sherman, Sr. (Englewood Mobile
Home Park) and at least ten others to see if the Town will vote
to discontinue and relinquish all interests of the Town therein;
a portion of Englewood Drive beginning at the corner of Har-
riman Hill Road and Map 8, Lot 41-2 thence running in a
westerly direction along said Lot 41-2 and Englewood Drive
a distance of 315 +/— feet and terminating at the northwester-
ly corner of Lot 41-2 and along Englewood Drive pursuant to
RSA 231:43.
ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,400.00 to erect a stockade fence, 125 feet long and
6 feet high, along the northeast portion of Town owned pro-
perty at Onway Lake (Map 16, Lot 6). (Inserted on petition of
ten or more registered voters.) RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $38,505.00 in support of the following Social Service
Agencies: Seacoast Mental Health Center, Inc. - $2,500; Rock-
ingham County C.A.P., Inc. - $10,407; Newmarket Regional
Health Center - $3,900; Area Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Service - $3,500; Rockingham Child & Family Services -
$4,000; Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Association - $9,797;
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of N.H. - $1,500; Seacoast Task
Force on Family Violence - $1,000; Richie McFarland
Children's Center - $800; Women's Resource Center - $352;
Seacoast Hospice - $750. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $705.00 to install three street lights at the following loca-
tions around Governor's Lake: twin beaches on West Shore
Drive, end of Governor's Drive near beach, and the corner of
Hollywood Drive and Richards Road. (Inserted by petition of




On petition of Robert R. Howarth (80 Harriman Hill Road)
and at least ten others to see if the Town will raise and ap-
propriate $235.00 to re-install a street light at the corner of Har-
riman Hill Road and Englewood Drive on pole #13/48, New
England Telephone #46. Considerable traffic and young children
walking deems it necessary. NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $96,000 for the upgrade and paving of Fordway Road.
Starting from the conclusion of existing pavement, to the cul-
de-sac bordering the property of Mr. Ronald Drake. (Inserted
on petition often or more registered voters.) NOT RECOM-
MENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to expand the duties of the
Highway Agent, under the direction of the Selectmen. The posi-
tion of Highway Agent shall henceforth be designated as "Public
Works Director/Highway Agent".
ARTICLE 14
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the year ensuing and make appropriations of
same.
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's represen-
tatives to the General Court to take all necessary measures to
insure that no low level radioactive waste from the Seabrook
nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within this Town
of Raymond unless and until the proposed site of the proposed
storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of the town
at the annual Town Meeting by written ballot. (Inserted on peti-
tion of ten or more registered voters.)
Given under our hands and seal this tenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven.
Harold R. Wood, Jr., Chairman
Sally L. Paradis
Ronald P. Simone
John S. Barnes, Jr.
Michael E. Quintal
Selectmen of Raymond
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest
Harold R. Wood, Jr., Chairman
Sally L. Paradis
Ronald P. Simone




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal
of and expenditure of $30,000 from the highway capital reserve
fund. Said sum to be used towards the purchase of a truck, body,
plow/wing/frames.
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of Select-
men to cause the removal of the part of the personnel policy
that reads "members of the same immediate family will not be
considered for full-time employment in the same department."
It is our concensus that this part of the policy has not been used
in the best interest of the Town of Raymond. (Inserted on peti-
tion of ten or more registered voters.)
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PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION (RSA 31:4)
Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
f>enditures Budget Recommended Not

























HIGHWAY, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance





Onway Lake Outlet Bridge (R.S.)
Fordway Road Project (W.A.)
48,880.00 50,396.00 31,285.00 31,285.00
97,050.00 95,786.00 167,305.00 167,305.00
2,000.00 1,978.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
27,200.00 18,002.00 20,500.00 20,500.00
25,160.00 25,265.00 29,650.00 29,650.00
8,500.00 6,197.00 11,250.00 11,250.00
21,170.00 11,168.00 30,350.00 30,350.00
12,500.00 9,651.00 15,500.00 15,500.00
4,720.00 4,717.00 5,100.00 5,100.00
5,000.00 5,000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
1,000.00 3,319.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
7,500.00 9,811.00 8,310.00 8,310.00
10,000.00 8,430.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
39,550.00 39,550.00
186,740.00 167,797.00 215,870.00 215,870.00
75,760.00 72,570.00 83,065.00 83,565.00
3,800.00 3,487.00 3,250.00 3,250.00
27,400.00 23,602.00 48,150.00 48,150.00
67,980.00 69,614.00 85,905.00 85,905.00
2,500.00 2,196.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
6,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00
10,000.00 16,114.00
158,130.00 154,415.00 223,900.00 223,900.00
35,600.00 32,871.00 36,650.00 36,650.00
44,000.00 42,974.00 15,500.00 15,500.00
73,700.00 71,024.00





Solid Waste Disposal - Landfill









14,260.00 15,269.00 21,900.00 21,900.00
99,000.00 99,000.00 125,000.00 125,000.00
28,835.00 28,835.00 38,505.00 39,000.00
8,450.00 6,879.00 8,240.00 8,240.00






Actual Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
Appropriations Expenditures Budget Recommended Not
1986 1986 1987 1987 Recommended
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION (RSA 31:4)
WELFARE
General Assistance 30,500.00 15,186.00 20,000.00 20,000.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 25,790.00 25,528.00 45,115.00 45,115.00
Parks and Recreation 61,110.00 56,905.00 73,625.00 73,625.00
Patriotic Purposes 1,000.00 933.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Conservation Commission 300.00 48.00 300.00 300.00
Recreation Fees & Charges 30,000.00 24,016.00 40,000.00 40,000.00
Town Fair Purposes 500.00 500.00
Stockade Fence - Onway Lake (W.A.) 1,400.00 1,400.00
DEBT SERVICES
Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds &
Notes

















Street Light Installation (W.A.)































41,500.00 42,239.00 45,000.00 45,000.00
116,330.00 93,409.00 104,345.00 104,345.00







1,883,915.00 1,636,707.00 4,150,330.00 96,940.00
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes





Estimated Actual Selectmen's Estimated
Revenues Revenues Budget Revenues
1986 1987 1987 1987
TAXES
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax
Boat Taxes
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Other Reimbursements - Civil Defense
- Forest Fires
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses/Penalties/Fines




Recreation Fees & Charges
Police - Outside Employment
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Insurance Refund/Recoveries
Interest on Water Bonds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Income from Water and Sewer Departments

























































Current Use (At Current Use Values) 5,211.29 1,253,133
Residential 58,769,153
Commercial/Industrial 2,227,150
TOTAL of Taxable Land 62,249,436
Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable (2,928,787)
VALUE OF BUILDINGS
Residential 97,419,886
Manufactured Housing as defined in RSA 674:31 5,832,600
Commercial/Industrial 5,214,450
TOTAL of Taxable Buildings 108,466,936
Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable (4,619,263)
PUBLIC WATER UTILITY 143,650
(Privately owned water company serving public; RSA 72:11
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Electric 2,634,350
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED 173,494,372
EXEMPTIONS
Blind (RSA 72:37) 49,100
Elderly (RSA 72:39, 72:43-a and 72:43-0 2,845,800
Physically Handicapped (RSA 72:36-a) 128,350
Solar/Windpower(RSA 72:62 and 72:66) 8,200
Residential in a Commercial Zone (RSA 75:11) 252,800
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED 3,284,250
NET VALUATION









TYPES OF ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS BEING GRANTED
Adjusted Elderly Exemption Adopted 1983
ELDERLY EXEMPTION COUNT
Number of Individuals Applying
for an Elderly Exemption












Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use










SECTION A SECTION B Totals of
Applicants Granted New Applicants Sections A & B
in Prior Years Granted for 1986 (See Note Below)






















DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
1986 TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations
Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment(s)
County Tax Assessment
Total of Town, School and County
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement
ADD War Service Credits
ADD Overlay
Property Taxes To Be Raised 4,085,043
PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Valuation $170,210,122 x Tax Rate $24.00 = Property Taxes to be Raised $4,085,043
TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Property Taxes to be Raised $ 4,085,043
Less War Service Credits 28,925














Year Ending December 31, 1986







Revaluation (Article 9, 1984) $ 2,329.00
Landfill (Art. 10,'84& Art.8, '85) 5,100.99
TOTAL $ 7,429.99
Balance December 31, 1986 $115,914.20
Reserved for Encumbrances:
Revaluation (Art. 9, 1984) $ 342.33
Prescott Road Bridge (Art.7, 1985) 48,000.00
Landfill (Art.8, 1985) 14,224.76
Onway Outlet Bridge (Art.6, 1986) 50,000.00
TOTAL $112,567.09
Balance Unreserved $ 3,347.11
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PROPERTY TAX
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1986
PROPERTY TAX CASH RECEIPTS as of December 31, 1986 $ 5,550,577.71
Property Taxes 1986 $ 3,401,200.82
Property Tax Interest 1986 9,028.58
Property Tax 1985 1,387,687.79
Property Tax Interest 1985 29,372.94
Property Tax Costs 1985 9,119.86
Property Tax Supplemental 1985 348,967.47
Property Tax Interest Supplemental 1985 2,213.84
Property Tax 1985 Supplemental Costs 1,806.50
Mobile Home Property 1981 339.97
Mobile Home Interest 1981 133.03
Mobile Home Fees 1981 36.70
Yield Tax 130.63
Yield Tax Interest 203.10
Resident Tax 1986 40,900.00
Resident Tax Penalties 1986 130.00
Resident Tax 1985 5,750.00
Resident Tax Penalties 1985 572.00
Resident Tax 1984 250.00
Resident Tax Penalties 1984 24.00
Resident Tax and Penalties 80, 81, 82 and 83 262.00












TOWN CLERK CASH RECEIPTS as of December 31, 1986











TAX AMOUNT INTEREST FEES










SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS




—Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1986 1985 1984 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year $
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year*
Subsequent Taxes Paid . .

















Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $
Interest & Costs After Sale . .
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year ...












941..81 .UQ^ V 19 (M0TT0L0
CHEMICA
DUMP)
.tVt ... . «~V"i . . »~w~ ...
- 1-128.46
$93.83L60$17l.882.68$85»97.q\54
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) sold to town held during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to
date of 8ale(s). -26 A
FORM MS-61
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year 1987
Property Taxes . . . ,
Resident Taxes ...




Taxes Committed To Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
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Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes:
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes







VARIANCE 86 RESIDENT TAX $30.00
$4,204,187. 18$1, 849, 307,27*14, 707.^95
$ '. • '
26 B-
Cortt: Collectors Report




National Bank Stock Taxes ....
Yield Taxes
Sever Rents
Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes . . .
INTEREST & FEES CURRENT USE
Discounts Allowed






Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:














Sewer Rents . ,
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For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1985
ASSETS
CASH
All Funds in Custody of Treasurer $







Total Capital Reserve Funds
ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN
Due From State:
Highway Safety Grant 1,752.00
Due From Other Funds:
CDBG Water Project Funds 2 ,80 1 .53
Total Accounts Due to the Town $ 4,553.53
UNREDEEMED TAXES: (From Tax Sale on account of)
Levy of 1984 147,298.78
Levy of 1983 61,867.27
Levy of 1982 238.97
Total Unredeemed Taxes $ 209,405.02
UNCOLLECTED TAXES: (Including All Taxes)
Levy of 1985 1,413,077.82
Levy of 1984 7,141.55
Levy of 1983 4,266.23
Previous Years 3,064.54
Total Uncollected Taxes $ 1,427,550.14
GRAND TOTAL $2,644,991.66
Fund Balance—December 31, 1984 103,020.13
Fund Balance—December 31, 1985 281,254.43
Change in Financial Condition 178,234.30
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LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Bills Outstanding $ 1,338.52
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations 56,231.00
Unexpended Balances of Bond and Note Funds
Water Construction 200,000.00
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 79,409.35
Performance Guarantee (Bond) Deposits 107,330.68
Unexpended Recreation Activities Funds 5,009.70
Water Department Fund 1 1 9 ,089 . 1
8
DUE TO STATE:
Dog Licence Fees Collected—Not Remitted 422.00
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Account) 6,563.26
School District(s) Tax(es) Payable 1,651,225.92
Tax Overpayments 3,819.99
Due to Trustees of Trust Funds 1,195.00
Due to Other Funds 200.00
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $ 2,231,834.60
Total Capital Reserve Funds $ 131,902.63
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 2,363,737.23
FUND BALANCE—Current Surplus (Excess of assets over liabilities) $ 281,254.43
GRAND TOTAL $ 1,644,991.66
28
FROM LOCAL TAXES
Property Taxes—Current Year - 1985
Resident Taxes—Current Year - 1985
Yield Taxes—Current Year - 1985
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes—Previous Years
Resident Taxes—Previous Years
Land Use Change Tax—Current and Prior Years
Interest Received on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties: Resident Taxes
Tax Sales Redeemed













Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Marriage Fees
Total Licenses and Permits
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments
Total Charge for Services
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits





Proceeds of Bond Issues
Income from Water Department
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Entitlement Funds
Interest on Investments of Revenue Sharing Funds
Total Other Financing Sources
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS
New Trust Funds received during year
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes






TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES






























































Advertisting and Regional Association
Contingency Fund
Board of Adjustment






Other Public Safety Expenses
Total Public Safety Expenses
HIGHWAY, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Town Maintenance































































Total Culture and Recreational Expenses
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense—Tax Anticipation Notes
Total Debt Service Payments
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Onway Lake Road Bridge Project
B&M Right-of-Way Acquisition
Landfill—Prescott Road
Water Project Fund—CDBG Funds
Total Capital Outlay
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds
Cemeteries Appropriation Fund










Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes
Taxes bought by Town
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Payments to Trustees of Trust Funds (New Trust Funds)
Escrow Deposits Refunded
Refund and Payment from Yield Tax Escrow Fund
Prior Year Accounts Payable
Total Unclassified Expenses
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
Taxes Paid to County
Payments to School Districts
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES







































BONDS AND LONG-TERM NOTES AUTHORIZED-UNISSUED
Water Supply Construction— 1985 $ 228,000.00
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
LONG-TERM NOTES OUTSTANDING
Water Improvement Notes $ 200,000.00




Total Bonds Outstanding $ 302,500.00
TOTAL LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS-December 31, 1985 $ 502,500.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM DEBT-January 1, 1985 315,000.00
NEW DEBT CREATED DURING FISCAL YEAR
Long Term Notes Issued 200,000.00
Total Long-Term Debts $ 515,000.00
DEBT RETIREMENT DURING FISCAL YEAR 12,500.00
Total Retirement during Fiscal Year $ 12,500.00
OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM DEBT-December 31, 1985 $ 502,500.00
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EMPLOYEES WAGES 1986
Delmar Anderson 49.99 Ballot Clerk Richard Gendron 22,113.32 Police
Michael C. Arnold 313.23 Recreation/Elections Pauline Gordon 74.99 Ballot Clerk
Kimberly Balamotis 171.44 TOE Richard F. Gorman 2,164.13 Janitor
John Barnes, Jr. 1,250.00 Selectman Gordon Gould 22,901.02 Fire Chief
Richard C. Bates 17,967.63 Recreation Director Iber Gove 100.00 Library Trustee
Janet H. Beaulieu 2,142.96 TOE/TOS Phyllis A. Gove 1,200.00 Treasurer
Florence Bell 50.00 Ballot Clerk Micol Greenwood 370.50 Maintenance
Frederick Bell 50.00 Ballot Clerk Richard Greenwood 476.34 Maintenance
William Bemis 190.20 Maintenance Shawn Griffin 3,086.54 Recreation
Donald R. Bergman 13,671.09 Dispatch Kevin Hammond 8,507.31 Maint./Road Agent
Sandra Bergman 15,722.00 Dispatch/Police Paul Hammond 10,347.52 Maint./Fire
Ronda L. Bilodeau 560.00 An. Control Officer Richard Hammond 21,576.32 Maintenance
Sandra J. Bilodeau 5,789.96 Ass 'tAdm . /Election Russell Hammond 126.00 Maintenance
Janet Bouchard 1,358.75 Cemetery Worker Joseph Higginbottom 2,860.74 Maintenance
Joseph Bouchard 2,793.00 Cemetery Foreman Linda Hoelzel 318.00 Library Aide
George Boutilier 1,965.00 Dump Maintenance William Hoitt 15,537.82 Maint./Dump
Janet Brown 10,399.20 Librarian Richard Holt 1,408.31 Recreation
Julie Brown 16.75 Library Aide Bonnie L. Hoyt 4,205.00 TOS
Charlene M. Brox 3,079.17 Library Catherine L. Huxster 5,199.36 Recreation
Diane Campagnola 1,227.19 Recreation/THOB Brian Jalbert 1,113.50 Police
Gloria E. Carney 19,634.22 Town Clerk/Tax Collctr Cheryl Johnson 6.70 Library Aide
Heather Carver 865.99 Recreation Gay M. Keith 1,569.02 Recreation
Denise M. Cascio 61.05 Recreation Jonathan Kelly 581.00 Police Outside Duty
Frank G. Case 100.00 Moderator Cheryl Kenney 4,100.00 An. Control Officer
Margaret Case 49.99 Ballot Clerk Leonard Kerekes 419.50 Police Outside Duty
Janet Coffey 126.48 Recreation Joan King 99.99 Ballot Clerk
Gail Columbus 100.00 Library Trustee Dana R. Kingston 26,549.93 Adm. Assistant
Shawn J. Coope 14,740.08 Police Mark A. Kirkwood 413.00 Police Outside Duty
Carolyn Cottrell 100.00 Trustee of Trust Funds K. LaVaughn Knight 11,343.94 Assistant Adm.
Rita Curtis 49.99 Ballot Clerk Beth Lahr 880.20 Recreation
Edward M. Dauphinias 1,232.00 Police Outside Duty Krystyn Langford 613.05 Recreation
Richard Davis 17,550.59 Maintenance Marian Lovejoy 16,052.70 Dispatch-Police/Super, of
Paula C. Devlin 45.50 Library Aide Checklist/Ballot Clerk
Frank C. Dittmar 577.50 Police Outside Duty Richard A. McLaughlin 7,503.60 Maintenance
Shirley Dodge 300.00 Super, of Checklist Robert M. McMullen 1,062.26 Police Special
Richard E. Dolan 25,443.20 Police Chief Richard J. Mailhot 20,560.30 Bldg. /Health Inspector
Timothy L. Dolan 8,645.95 Police Bron Marchwicz 13.40 Election
William Donovan, JJI 245.00 Police Outside Duty Stephen A. Matte 7,465.05 Police
Chuck Duncan 1,148.86 Recreation Johanna Michel 1,007.25 Recreation
Peter J. Dyrkacz 19,136.20 Police Ruth Michel 1,827.49 Recreation
Anne Edwards 1,961.13 Recreation Dennis Mitchell 2,190.40 Recreation
Christine Edwards 1,926.47 Recreation Richard Nunziato 138.00 Maint./Dump
Assunta Ege 99.99 Ballot Clerk Francis O'Brien 50.00 Ballot Clerk
Sandra Ellis 25.00 Ballot Clerk John Ornell 65.00 An. Control Officer
Linda D. Ferrini 14,001.28 Dispatch Sally Paradis 1,500.00 Selectman
Judith Frontiero 25.00 Ballot Clerk Bette Patterson 5,981.71 Planning Brd./Brd. of Adj./
Doris M. Gagnon 9,074.47 TOS TOE/Bldg. /Health
Elizabeth Gallison 5,104.01 Dispatch Michael Quintal 1,250.00 Selectman
Cheryl A. Garland 5,909.72 TOS Eleanore Rasp 855.21 Recreation




In an effort to provide a system of salary/wage increases that
insures that positions be paid comparable wages to similar posi-
tions in communities in towns the size of Raymond, and to in-
itiate a system of merit advancement together with a "cost of
living" increase, the following system and accompanying
policies shall be in effect. It should be noted that steps do not
necessarily coincide with years of experience.
INCOMING EMPLOYEES
Before placing an incoming employee on an appropriate step,
the supervisor/department head shall evaluate the prospective
employee's background and experience to determine placement
on the schedule. Generally speaking, incoming employees shall
not be placed on a higher step than present employees in that
job classification.
SUPERVISOR/DEPARTMENT HEAD
For purposes of this policy, the following positions shall be










JOB WAGE/SALARY SCHEDULE CHANGE
COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT
Each year in October, the schedule shall be adjusted to reflect
the most recent rate of national inflation for the previous nine
months as determined by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
This cost of living adjustment will be in effect for the ensuing
calendar/fiscal year beginning January 1 and ending December
31. The employee will receive this adjustment as indicated at
his/her respective step on the adjusted schedule January 1.
ADVANCEMENT TO NEXT STEP
The salary range outlined shall be up-dated by the Board of
Selectmen when, in its opinion, the salary range of a particular
position is no longer commensurate with similar positions in
similar communities. The Board of Selectmen will review this
with the supervisor/department head before making any
changes.
VOTER APPROVAL
All salary increases shall be contingent upon voter approval
at the annual town meeting.
Upon recommendation by the supervisor/department head and
approval of the Board of Selectmen, an employee shall advance
to the next step. Such advancement and increase in salary shall
become effective April 1, non-retroactive. Such advancement
shall reflect an employee's performance, as determined by
evaluation of his/her supervisor/department head.
FAILURE TO ADVANCE
If an employee's performance should fall below expected
levels, the step advancement may be withheld by the Board of
Selectmen.
OTHER
The Board of Selectmen shall reserve the right to change or
modify any of the foregoing policies in the best interest of the
citizens and/or taxpayers of the Town.
Approved: October 28, 1985
Sally L. Paradis
Harold R. Wood, Jr.
Ronald P. Simone
Raymond Board of Selectmen
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SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULES
CASH IN CUSTODY OF TREASURER
General Fund $ 360,641.43
Revenue Sharing Fund 79,409.35
Recreation Activity Fund 5,009.70
Water Department 1 19,039. 18
Water Construction Fund 200,000.00
Escrow Deposits 107,330.68
CASH IN HANDS OF OFFICIALS
General Fund 100.00
Water Department 50.00
UNEXPENDED BALANCE OF SPECIAL APPROPRIATATIONS
Blueberry Hill Road Bridge 25,000.00
Tarring Roads—Blueberry Hill 4,556.00
B&M Railroad-Right-of-Way 18,000.00
Consultant Services (Needs Study) 5,000.00
Office Equipment 2,500.00
Raymond/Chester Town Line 1,175.00




OTHER HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES EXPENSES
Care of Trees 431.90
Butterfield Lane Drainage 5,215.85
OTHER WELFARE EXPENSES
Community Action Program 6,688.00
Child and Family Services 3,870.00








Year Ending December 31, 1985





Board of Adjustment 672.00
Building Inspector (Building Permits) 11,848.10






Truant Officer Fees 300.00
Solid Waste (Salvage Fees) 625.00
TOTAL $ 61,983.70
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Anthony Ricci 96.84 Recreation
Fred Richard 1,671.12 Maintenance
Sally E. Richard 433.13 Dispatch
Burgess Robinson 3,805.71 Dispatch/Police/Maint
Elizabeth Robinson 49.99 Ballot Clerk
Cynthia Ross 300.00 Super, of Checklist
Corey Roux 1,318.26 Recreation
Cheryle St. Onge 1,324.40 Recreation
Jodi Scholes 47.61 Recreation
Elaine Schmottlach 220.00 Library Aide
Ronald Simone 1,500.00 Selectman
Debra Smith 12,052.29 TOE
Guy Spinney 25.00 Ballot Clerk
Philip Talbot, Jr. 113.22 Maintenance
Marc A. Turner 1,239.00 Police Outside Duty
Waldo Twombly 641.85 Maintenance
Chris Wade 639.86 Recreation
Alice Wall 50.00 Ballot Clerk
Sharon Walls 4,711.56 TOE
Norman E. Weldy, Jr. 735.00 Police Outside Duty
Michael Williams 443.84 Maintenance
Reginald Winterburn 16,196.94 Police
Harold R. Wood, Jr. 1,500.00 Selectman
Robert B. Wood 84.00 Police Outside Duty
Tracy Wood 1,448.11 Recreation






























In accordance with a March 1986 Town Meeting vote, the
Safety Complex Committee expanded its community represen-
tation and continued its study and investigation of the develop-
ment of a safety complex plan. (The Committee had been formed
in 1985 by the Board of Selectmen acting on a recommenda-
tion of the Town of Raymond Master Plan adopted in 1981 that
the town should address the present and future needs of town
safety service facilities.)
Members of the Committee include:
Richard A. Davis, Chairman and Civil Defense Director
Susan Z. Davis, President,
Raymond Ambulance Association
Gordon Gould, Fire Chief
Richard Dolan, Police Chief
Marian Lovejoy, Head Dispatcher
Richard Mailhot, Building Inspector/
Health Officer
Sally Paradis, Board of Selectmen Representative
John Ornell, Community Representative
Sandra Ellis, Community Representative
Fred Curley, Community Representative
Daniel Roy, Community Representative
Reginald Maisey, Community Representative
In May of 1986, the Committee interviewed architectural
firms and recommended that Homer P. Young, Jr. , Associates,
Inc. of Haverhill, Massachusetts be retained to: (1) survey the
existing town hall, fire house and library, (2) assist in site selec-
tion, and (3) prepare preliminary plans and costs for the safety
complex.
In October, the Committee received the architect's review
and recommendations of town facilities. This report (complete
report on file at the Raymond Town Office) contains many alter-
natives and costs estimates of combinations explored; however,
the Committee agreed to pursue the following:
1 . That a new police/fire station (safety complex) be con-
structed. Given budgetary constraints, this could be under-
taken in a phased process.
2 . That an addition be placed on the town office building.
3 . That the Dudley Tucker Library be relocated to another
site in order that additional space could be provided and
the building could be brought into compliance with the han-
dicapped accessibility code.
Site Selection
Several sites in town were considered for the location of
a new police/fire station, and the Regis property on the corner
of Old Manchester Road and Wight Street was selected for its
location near the "center" of town. However, soil borings and
testing was conducted on the site in November and the extent
to which the area had been filled with residual tanning materials
would require additional expense in excavating this material and
hauling in acceptable fill to support a building and septic system.
Other sites were explored and the town/school district owned
land on Old Manchester Road between the elementary school
and the pre-existing B&M Railroad crossing is the recommended
site for the facility.
Committee Recommendations
1 . Police/Fire Complex
In keeping with the Town Meeting vote of 1986, the
Safety Complex Committee will report and recommend
at the 1987 Town Meeting that the construction of a
police/fire station be undertaken. The Committee has at-
tained public opinion and determined that a full Safety
Complex to house all emergency departments be con-
structed at a cost of $1,371,150.00.
Future Fire Substation
Information gathered by the Fire Department and pro-
vided to the architectural firm as to the origin of fire calls
during 1984, 1985, and 1986 was reviewed. The study
indicated that the response to fire calls was still the highest
in the downtown areas of the community, along Route 27,
and a fairly heavy concentration along Fremont Road and
the Green Hills area. The Committee concluded that a
substation in itself would not solve the immediate needs,
however, would recommend that the construction of an
auxilliary station be reviewed within the next few years
to determine its feasibility and desirability depending upon
conditions at that time.
2 . Town Office Building
The Committee will also recommend that an addition
to the town office building be undertaken at an estimated
cost of $300,760.00 This would also include renovations
in the existing structure to provide a more efficient use
of space and adequate heating and ventilation.
3 . Library
While the Committee was not charged with reporting
on future needs for town buildings other than a safety com-
plex, at a request of the Library Trustees, the services of
Homer P. Young, Jr., Associates were utilized to review
the Dudley Tucker Library. The Committee, in conjunc-
tion with the trustees, recommends the re-location of this
building to another centrally located site in order to pro-
vide adequate space for expansion, parking and compliance
with handicapped codes. The cost to accomplish Phase I
of this project is estimated at $333,800.00
Project Financing:
The Committee recommends that the capital projects be ac-
complished with a bond issue for the complete project to en-
sure the continuous development of all aspects.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard A. Davis, Chairman
Safety Complex Committee
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WATER DEPARTMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
At the March 1986 Town Meeting, the citizens of Raymond
voted to establish a committee to "study the Raymond Water
Department". This committee was to be made up to two Select-
men, one Water Commissioner, two water users and two non-
water users. The Selectmen appointed Ron Simone and Michael
Quintal; the Water Commissioners appointed Mike Greenwood;
the Town Moderator appointed Hugh Holt, Roland Kimball,
Mary Lou White and Richard Audette.
On July 8, 1986 the Committee held its first meeting. At
that meeting we studied the "charge" to the Committee and
agreed that the purpose of the Committee is to clarify owner-
ship and accountability, decision making, and authority regar-
ding the existing water system.
Over the summer and fall of 1986, the Committee held
several meetings. The research which was done by the Com-
mittee included the following:
— Research of the Charters of February 9, 1893
— Research of the town meeting on February 28, 1893, at
which the voters approved the Charter.
— Research of other town meetings which provided informa-
tion about the Water Department.
— The bylaws and policies of the Raymond Water Department.
— Minutes of meetings and other policies of the Selectmen's
Office regarding the Water Department.
— Information from other towns regarding the operations of
their water departments.
As a result of the research, the Committee concluded the
following:
1 . On February 9, 1893, the Raymond Water Works was in-
corporated by the New Hampshire Legislature.
2 . On February 28, 1893, the Water Works was established
by the voters funding the Water Works. (Page 5, Section
14 of Charter 3.)
3 . It is the opinion of the Committee that the Raymond Water
Department is working in accordance with its charter, and
at this time it would be unwise to change it.
At the last meeting of the Water Department Review Com-
mittee, the Committee and the Water Commissioners agreed
to several recommendations. These include:
1 . That the Water Department would meet with citizens at
public meetings several times a year to discuss problems,
policies, etc.
2 . The Water Department would meet with the Selectmen
when they feel the Selectmen should be informed of some
aspect(s) of the Water Department.
3 . Once the note, signed by the town for the Water Depart-
ment, is paid, all assets of the Water Department will be
returned by the town to the Water Department.
4 . That at least one Water Department employee will be cer-
tified or licensed by the State.
5 . Audits and reports of the Water Department should be
printed in the Town Report.
6 . The Water Commissioners shall seek legal advice to
review the bylaws and charter to see if any changes need
to be made.
The Committee hopes that through its research and the
recommendations it has made, that we have fulfilled the wishes










RAYMOND AMBULANCE FUND ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL
January through
The records show that in 1986, the ambulance responded
to 655 calls, to handle 615 patients. These calls consisted of
571 emergencies, 104 accidents, 38 cancellations, 61 refusals,
23 fires, 3 miscellaneous calls and 23 calls to the police/fire
station. The mileage totaled to 22,812 miles and the man hours
involved totaled to 4,150 hours and 8 minutes. This is actual
run time. This does not include all the added hours spent by
each member for fund raising events or for the time spent at-
tending classes, schooling and meetings. From the founding of
the Association in March of 1959, our ambulance has respond-






















































The Raymond Ambulance Fund Association, Inc., is staffed
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, by volunteers. People helping
people, they never receive any monies, they just want to be there
to help when needed. On the average, we have approximately
25 members, who give of themselves to aid the public. For this,
we must thank each and every one of them for such a great
sacrifice. Also, we should thank the families of these members
for their consideration and patience, as they are also very special
people to understand that at any time, regardless of day or night,
weekday or weekend, Holiday or not, their husband or wife
with no notice may be called away to help another.
The members of the Raymond Ambulance would like to
sincerely thank the Raymond Police Officers, Firemen and
Dispatch for all their help throughout the year as they are always
there, when we need them.
Respectfully submitted,






Once again Raymond has had the distinction of being the tenth
fastest growing town in the state.
One hundred ninety new homes were erected this year, which
represents a growth rate of 9.3 % . The new homes are expected
to represent five hundred fifty new residents of which we can
expect eighty five school aged children.
Our residential growth in 1986 will represent an expansion
of our tax base of $12,300,000.00 when completed.
Our commercial and industrial tax base increase will result
in another $1,300,000.00 for a total of $13,600,000.00.
These figures represent only the actual construction costs
associated with each area and not the increased land values
which development creates.
I am proposing to expand the inspectional services to septic
installations in the coming year as I am seeing a dramatic ii
crease in failed systems, usually attributable to faulty design
criteria or installation, something I feel closer scrutiny can
improve.
With your support we can begin this service before the 19$
construction season, and once again make strides towards the
improvement of housing stocks and quality of life.
I wish to extend my thanks for a great year to Raymond's






Modern day Civil Defense is more involved in formulating
plans to mitigate damages due to natural or man-made disasters
than in conducting air raid drills. This is reflected in the Federal
Government in changing the title of Civil Defense Agency to
F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency).
On the local level the town has a "Basic Emergency Manage-
ment Plan" which is put together by the Raymond Civil Defense
personnel to give local officials guidelines to handle emergen-
cies or disasters. This plan proved very helpful during last year's
Hurricane warning.
The plan must be updated yearly due to changes in personnel
and equipment available to the town.
In the recent years, FEMA has conducted seminars and
courses in a wide scope of Emergency planning and mitigation.
In 1986, the Fire Chief and Lt. Paul Hammond, as well as
myself, attended a 40-hour course in Emergency Planning
Techniques. Also, this past year Richard McLaughlin, Train-
ing Officer for the Raymond Amubulance, attended an
Emergency Medical Service Course, which showed the EMS
role in disaster planning. Another training aid made available
from FEMA has been teleconferences and these seminars via
satellite are on a variety of topics, may be attended by local
officials in Concord, sponsored by the NH Civil Defense Agen-
cy. Finding it difficult for many officials to attend many of these
teleconferences due to their full-time jobs, I have been able to
enlist a local resident, Sandra Ellis, to record these seminars
on audio-visual equipment that she has, enabling this depart-
ment to start an Emergency Training and Planning Aid Film
Library.
In 1986 this department assisted the Raymond Fire Department
and Ambulance Associaiton in their classes and practice ses-
sions with rope training.
The other members of the Raymond Civil Defense, Deputy
Director Burgess Robinson and Secretary Susan Davis, as well
as myself, receive many types of training in our full-time
employment as well as the other volunteer organizations we
belong to, that assist us in doing Emergency Planning for the
town.
As Civil Defense Director, I have also served on the Raymond
Safety Complex Committee to make a report to the Selectmen
as to the Town of Raymond's needs in regard to a Safety
Complex.
Again this year approximately 50% of the Civil Defense
budget has been reimbursed by the Federal Government.
In 1987 this agency hopes to conduct at least one disaster drill
involving all agencies that are included in the town's basic
emergency management plan.
I would like to thank the other members of the Civil Defense
Agency, the members of the Raymond Ambulance Fund
Association, Raymond Fire Department, Raymond Police
Department, Raymond Dispatch, Highway Department and







1986 brought some changes to the Dispatch Center. We lost
a few feet from the Dispatch area for a new hallway. The old
hallway is now an office for the Head Dispatcher/Police
Secretary. We welcomed aboard Cheryl Raymond as a full-time
Dispatcher on the third shift.
The Head Dispatcher took on the duties of Secretary to the
Police Department. The secretary is kept busy with all the
reports and correspondence generated by the Police Department
and still works at keeping the Dispatch running smoothly and
fills in as Dispatcher on an emergency basis. The secretary posi-
tion has been a great help to the on-duty dispatchers as now
they can devote more time to the important job of assisting the
many people that come into the station, answering phone calls
and dispatching the necessary departments.
We are all looking forward to the possibility of a new com-
plex. This will be a great improvement for all departments in-
volved. The Town of Raymond is growing at such a rapid pace
that all departments are feeling the pinch of inadequate space
and we join with all other departments in the hope that the com-
munity will make themselves aware of the problems and sup-
port the Warrant Article.
We would like to thank all the departments who we assist
and work with, for their cooperation and support. This includes
the Raymond Police Department, Raymond Fire Department,
Raymond Highway Department, Raymond Ambulance Associa-
tion and Fremont and Deerfield Fire and Rescue Departments.
We would also like to thank the people of Raymond for their
support and assistance in continuing to work together to make
this a good and safe place to live.
We are proud to be a part of a team of dedicated public
servants.
Respectfully submitted,









The Raymond Fire Department responded to 205 calls in














We did 329 inspections, broken down as follows:
Chimney and fireplace 83
Fire safety 27





The value of property involved in fires in 1986 was approx-
imately $532,000.00 with an estimated loss of $120,000.00.
A sincere 'Thank You' is in order for all the Firemen who
have put in more than 4,000 manhours fighting fire in all kinds
of weather and all hours of the day and night, training and main-
taining equipment. They have traveled more than 600 miles to
these fires and training. A special 'Thank You' is in order for
the Firemen's wives and families that have put up with inter-
rupted meals and other family functions.
Paul Hammond was hired at the end of May as a full time
Fire Lieutenant. He has been a very big help with inspections
and maintenance of equipment. He has made it possible for
someone to be available in the station while I am on vacation.
Paul was a volunteer for 7 years and is State certified in
Firefighter I and Career Firefighter. He also has an Advanced
First Aid certificate.
All of our equipment is in good shape and ready to roll
whenever needed. We purchased 2 cold water survival suits this
year. They will be used for cold water rescues. We have train-
ed with them, ropes and rescue, foam, extinguishers and had
some excellent training in all aspects of firefighting when we
burned a house on School St. for the owners who had had a
serious fire a year ago.
I would take this opportunity to remind you that we will in-
spect wood stoves for proper and safe installation. We have in-
formation available at the Fire Station on wood stove installa-
tion, also keep those chimneys clean.
Respectfully submitted.




The Dudley-Tucker Library has seen many changes in 1986.
The continued growth in town has mandated an update in the
patrons files, which led to a new patron registration program
being started. Along with the revision of patrons files, actual
library cards are now being issued.
An IBM-PCXT computer has been installed and is currently
being used to update all files and catalog new materials. Addi-
tional programs will be introduced during 1987.
Regular library programs include Story Time for preschoolers
at 10:30 on Tuesday mornings and a once-a-month childrens
film program. The Epping/Raymond Head Start, Windy Hill
preschool, and Village Kindergarten regularly attend the mon-
thly film showings. Our Summer Reading Program was based
on the Reading Rainbow books as seen on Public Service TV.
The library is used tbrough-out the school year as an educa-
tional field trip by the Raymond schools. Readiness through high
school classes have visited the library in groups.
Janet D. Brown, Librarian for 8 years, resigned in mid-
September. She is now the Adult Services Director at the Mer-
rimack Public Library. During her years at the DudleyTucker
Library, she worked diligently to provide the library services
needed by the residents of Raymond. Her dedication and hard
work have created a library of which we can all be proud.
October, 1986, saw the formation of a very active and in-
volved Friends of the Library Group. I look forward to work-
ing with the Friends during the coming year on some very ex-







Average Monthly Attendance 834
(including all activities)
New Materials Added To Collection 772
(including both purchases and gifts)
Following is a list (albeit incomplete) of people I'd like to




















A special thanks to the Library Trustees, Iber Gove, Margaret
Case, and Barbara Beardsley for their guidance and support dur-







In 1986, Raymond saw considerable growth and development,
which resulted in a busy year for the Highway Department.
The final section in the reconstruction of Epping Street was
completed. Approximately 1,000 feet of each of the following
roads were shimmed and overlaid with hot top: Prescott Road,
Francesca Drive and Onway Lake Road. The following roads
were prepped and seal coated: Lane Road (3 miles), Old Bye
Road (2/10 mile), John Street (2/10 mile), David Drive (5/10
mile), Green Road (3/10 mile), Harriman Hill Road (6/10 mile),
Pierce Road (4/10 mile) and Adams Way (2/10 mile). These
roads were chosen to be seal coated because they had been
reconstructed in previous years, or are fairly new roads.
SUBDIVISIONS: At this time we have six subdivisions under
construction, which will result in more roads to plow and main-
tain. We pick up approximatley four miles of new road each
year. As a result, when we have a snow storm, the crew may
be required to work continuously for two or three days at a time.
DRIVEWAY PERMITS: A total of 57 driveway permits were
issued in 1986.
EQUIPMENT: Our equipment is in good shape at this time.
We are in need of another plow truck with a wing and sander.
If we continue to clean the school parking lots (which will soon
be increasing to three), and with the possibility of a safety com-
plex parking lot, the need for a second hough loader will be
imperative in the near future.
I would like to thank all of the departments that have worked
with us throughout the year. I would also like to thank all of




Supervisor of Highway Department
STATUS OF SIX BRIDGES OWNED & MAINTAINED BY TOWN OF RAYMOND
1. Onway Lake Road - Bridge NO. 106/107.
A. This Bridge has been replaced including road-
way reconstruction.
2. Epping Street - Bridge No. 137/119.
A. Monies were appropriated at the March 1986
Annual Meeting to rehabilitate this structure.
Estimated cost $81,000. Construction scheduled for
summer of 1987.
3. Onway Lake Outlet - Bridge No. 106/104.
A. Monies were appropriated at the March 1986
Annual Meeting to replace this structure. Estimated
cost $150,000. Scheduled for construction in the
summer of 1987.
6.
Blueberry Hill Road - Bridge No. 134/060.
A. Monies were appropriated at the March 1983
Annual Meeting to replace this structure. Estimated
cost $250,000. Replacement is scheduled for com-
pletion in 1987.
Prescott Road - Bridge No. 160/094.
A. Monies were appropriated at the March 1985
Annual Meeting to replace this structure. Estimated
cost $320,000. This structure is scheduled for
replacement in 1988.
Main Street - Bridge No. 127/117.
A. Nothing scheduled at this time.
THE POLICE CHIEF
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
This year the new Robert C. Erler Highway (Route 101) open-
ed. The design has reduced the number of personal injury ac-
cidents drastically which, in turn, allowed Officers more time
within the Community.
Our endeavor is to provide the best service and protection
possible for all citizens of Raymond. In an effort to maintain
this standard, our Officers have attended specialized training
and seminars.
We have experienced some turn-over in personnel. Officer
Rayeski joined the State Police and Officer Gatcomb was ap-
pointed Chief of Candia. We wish them both good luck and
best wishes.
Sergeant Gendron has been very busy with investigations and
Juvenile work. Officer Dyrkacz has filled the position of Field
Training Officer. We find he has a unique understanding of the
new unexperienced man. Officer Winterburn has been assisting
with prosecutions and has been commended by the Court on
his abilities. He will be attending school to sharpen his skills.
Officer Coope completed the Police Academy in the top 1/3
of his class and is progressing well. Officer Dolan started the
Academy on January 5, 1987. He learned well during his field
training and we look forward to his graduation in March. We
trust the articles introducing each of them in the 'Know Your
Officer' column helped. We received good feed-back. Our
Special Officers Robinson, McMullen, Bergman, Jalbert,
Kerekes and Mercier are doing an excellent job keeping up with
changing laws and filling in on short notice.
We are continuing with our visits to the school in an effort
to improve our rapport with the students. We find it productive
and rewarding.
The Hunter Safety Course was a success again this year. Bill
Carney assisted us in graduating 17 students from this 20 hour
course. We will continue to offer this program.
Town growth remains a challenge. We are extremely over-
crowded in the present facilities and have been working with
a committee in an effort to present a proposal for a Safety Facili-
ty that will adequately house Fire, Ambulance, Police, Dispatch
and Civil Defense for the next ten years at our present growth.
It has been our pleasure to serve the Community during the
past year. We have called on the Fire, Ambulance, and Highway
Departments at inconvenient times to assist us. They always
respond willingly. The Town Office Personnel, Selectmen,
neighboring Towns and State Police have responded to our calls
of mutual concerns. We are grateful and thankful to them for
that cooperation. We wish to especially thank Marian Lovejoy
and our dispatchers for their dedication, patience and reliabili-
ty. We recognize them as your first impression of safety ser-
vices and we deeply appreciate their support. It is also very im-
portant for us to recognize the wives, husbands, and families
of our Police Officers, you are a very important part of our
department. Thank you for all your efforts.
We hope to provide the same level of services in the coming
year. Please keep us informed, report all suspicious activity in
your neighborhood. Your reporting things in a timely fashion
is your best crime prevention tool. We need and appreciate your
support.
Respectfully submitted for the
Department,



































TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE.
District Court Complaints
Superior Court Inditements
194 246 346 227
145 169 181 202
218 286 308 318
2 9 1 3
26 23 27 33
64 59 65 81
19 71 88 68
128 133 126 121
19 20 25 14
202 147 266 268
155 192 216 225
35 47 58 43
105 460 284 106
276 372 530 719
1 1 3 6
10 8 6 5
1229 1174 2034 1702
3049 3639 4564 4141
1321 1532 1528 1794
10 12 17 18




"Death wish three" is what some of the summer
playground kids called the monster slide at Water Country in
Portsmouth. As the kids began coming down the slide at near
free-fall speeds, I had second thoughts about this trip we had
planned for the first time. When they began chanting "Den-
nis! Den-nis!" at the bottom of the slide, trying to encourage
one of their counselors over the edge, I was sure it was only
a matter of time before the "I forgot my bathing suit" excuse
wouldn't be good enough and I would have to come up with
a new one ("I'm too old"..."chicken", or both). The looks
in the eyes of everyone as they came down and ran out at the
bottom of the slide convinced me that I should have chaperon-
ed the younger kids who went on the trip to the York Zoo that
day.
The trip to Water Country for the older kids and York Zoo
for the younger ones were a few of the changes in this year's
Summer Playground Program. Total registration for this year's
program was up to 240 from last year's 207. The most dramatic
shift was in the daily participation, with over 100 children on
the playground many days and most trips filled at 120.
I attribute the dramatic increase in daily numbers to the
switch of the program from the elementary school to the high
school. This transition allowed the large number of students to
spread out over many more acres of fields and facilities. Many
parents volunteered to help with this year's program, which
made the weekly cook-outs and trips to Pawtuckaway a great
deal easier for the staff counselors and safer for the kids.
The trip to Canobie Lake Park is always a popular one,
but this year nearly 160 children signed up for the very first
trip! We rented an additional bus but it was soon apparent that
an additional bus was not the sole solution to the problem. With
160 potential participants on each trip we would also need to
double our adult chaperones in order to provide for a safe trip.
We are able to handle a few more children on the playground
without compromising safety but it is quite a scene to unload
120 yellow-shirted children at Ordione State Park or at the aerial
tram at Cannon Mountain or the Flume.
In the end most of the places we visited complimented the
Raymond kids on their behavior and on how well organized they
were. This is due in a large part to the efforts of the adult
chaperones and the playground staff who enjoy what they do
and enjoy being with the kids.
Overall, we had the usual events and arts and crafts as well
as weekly trips to Pawtuckaway State Park and special trips to
Canobie Lake, Cannon Mountain, the Flume, Ordione State
Park, Squam Lake Science Center, the Viking Sun and Prescott
Park, Water Country and the York Zoo, and Chuck-E-Cheese.
We also had "Skating in the Rain"-rollerskating at Happy
Wheels-to fill in the rainy days (there were several). In all, if
a child went on every trip available, the cost to parents was
$45. When the dust settled at the end of the summer we were
able to turn back $2,826 to the town as revenue from the
program.
The summer swimming program at Onway Lake was again
very popular and it was a great relief to me and to the parents
that Anne Edwards decided to return to teach swimming. Her
sister Christine provided lifeguard coverage and Krystyn
Langford worked as a swimming aide. In spite of the rainy
weather the program did get through two sessions of lessons.
Lifeguards were again a major problem at the beach, and
Christine and Anne are to be commended for their commitment
and long hours. Lack of lifeguards was a problem statewide.
With more and more private swimming areas and commercial
pools and water slides opening up (remember "death wish
three"), the supply of guards is drying up.
As always, the adult programs were very popular, with
aerobics, volleyball and men's basketball topping the list. Many
sessions of aerobics were filled to capacity at 70 participants.
The Youth Soccer Club sponsored by the Recreation Depart-
ment continues to grow, and this past year the club sponsored
a Seacoast Soccer Jamboree, hosting twenty teams for a day
of excitement and competition here in Raymond.
The Learn-to-Ski Program gained in popularity in 1986 with
45 high school and middle school students skiing at Highland
Ski Area in Northfield. For forty dollars they received six weeks
of skiing from 3:30 until 7 PM, including lessons, rentals and
transportation. Due to illness or other commitments on the part
of chaperones, several of the trips were chaperoned by only
me. This led to sympathetic looks by parents, some referrals
to my sanity, and great amounts of pity — however I must say
it was very enjoyable. The kids handled the responsibility ex-
tremely well and there were very few problems throughout the
season, which ended with a special day-long ski during February
vacation.
The summer program of 1987 marks the beginning of my
10th year (amazing how time flies), and probably my easiest,
due to the number of volunteers who work long hours to see
that each of their particular projects runs smoothly. Without
the help and support of these volunteers many of the programs
sponsored in full or in part by the Recreation Department would
not be the successes they are. It has been our policy here to
help as many local groups as possible by providing whatever
small services we can. By developing programs in which peo-
ple establish their priorities, I believe we develop programs that
more clearly meet needs and reflect the face of Raymond in
general.
Remember "death wish three"? I didn't have to go down
the slide but had to resort to my alternate excuse "I'm too old! ",
which the kids believed without any argument — NONE
WHATSOEVER — which saved me from the slide but sud-
denly made me realize that, in the eyes of pre-teens, I WAS











MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN
RAYMOND, NH
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Charles L. Lindbloom, Jr. Raymond, NH


















































































DATE GROOM & BRIDE RESIDENCE DATE GROOM & BRIDE RESDDENCE
25 Brian R. G. Davis Raymond, NH 30 Richard F. Iacomini Raymond, NH
Lisa L. Porter Raymond, NH R. Patricia Browne Epping, NH
26 Ronald Leroy McPherson Raymond, NH September




27 William W. Fowle Weymouth, MA





1 Henry H. Pond Jr. Raymond, NH 13 T. Michael Smith Raymond, NH
Janet L. Garrett Raymond, NH Bonnie L. Perkins Raymond, NH
2 Philip S. Latvis Jr. Raymond, NH 13 Omer J. Allain Raymond, NH
Tammy E. Lambert Raymond, NH Linda U. Dejadon Raymond, NH
2 Edward J. Martini Raymond, NH 20 Michael W. St. John Raymond, NH
Patricia L. O'Dell Raymond, NH Donna M. Arnold Raymond, NH
9 Arthur J. St. Laurent Pittsfield, NH 20 Nigal D. Chapman U Raymond, NH
Claire M. Pinard Raymond, NH Joanne E. Roy Raymond, NH
12 Joseph J. Puglisi Manchester, NH 20 Antonio G. Anzaldi Raymond, NH
Claire C. Komisarek Raymond, NH Susanne M. Anzaldi Raymond, NH
15 James H. Lamb IV Raymond, NH 26 Timothy A. Prue Raymond, NH
Debra J. Savoie Raymond , NH Debbie A. Dupont Nottingham, NH
16 Brian P. Dionne Raymond, NH 27 Donald H. Blades Jr. Raymond, NH
Robin J. Reinhold Epping, NH Theresa A. Downing Raymond, NH
16 Richard J. Boddie Raymond, NH 27 Steven M. Torn Raymond, NH
Kimberly A. Stratton Candia, NH Rhonda L. Chase Raymond, NH
16 Scott R. Thurber Raymond, NH October




16 Francis X. Dion Lynn, MA




22 William H. Stanley Rowley, NH




23 Glen E. Leathers Raymond, NH




23 Gerald John Woodward Raymond, NH




30 Bernard L. Hutchinson Raymond, NH




30 Craig D. Mele Lanoka Harbor, NJ




30 Donald R. Lariviere Raymond, NH
Theresa L. Scates Raymond, NH 18 Kyle S. Traeger Raymond, NH















































































BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF RAYMOND, NH
For the year ending December 31, 1986
DATE CHILD'S NAME NAME OF MOTHER NAME OF FATHER PLACE OF BIRTH
January
2 Jessica Rachel Boynton
7 Adam Oakley Dietz
11 Elizabeth Dawn Lariviere
17 Christopher James Polk
20 Geiger
28 Andrew James Bosworth
February
1 Jessica Jane Johnson
9 Joseph Erwin Carroll
10 Michelle Marie Welch
12 Kayla Marie Hilton
13 Krystie Kay Kuchtey
26 Katie Marie Newbanks
28 Jessica Lynne Lindbloom
March
6 Jaryd Moore Piecuch
12 Holly Jean Fredette
16 Casandra Louise Corley
19 Robert Thomas Sutton Schou
19 Christopher Scott Clunie
21 Craig Michael Montoni
22 Britney Lyn Witham
23 Ashley Dawn Fahey
27 Stephanie Anne Morin
April
1 Felicia Irene Thurber
2 William Charles Philbrick
5 Caendyl Metlin Maltby
7 Amy Lynn Popieniek
12 Keith Michael Rousseau
12 Rebecca Ann Russell
14 Joshua Nathan Ricci
16 Danielle Chamberlain
19 Samantha Lin Dion
20 Jesse R. James Spence
22 Travis Randal Barr
22 Jared Charles Hibbard
26 Edward Michael Kashian
28 Jennifer Constance Taylor
May
9 Jason Edward Barton
13 Steven Curtis Larochelle U
16 Jessica Anne Peters
16 William O'Day Riley
19 Meghan Lee Drowne
20 James Ian Shipley IV
21 Michelle Lynn O'Donnell
23 Phillip Mason Parsons











































































John Thomas Jensen Schou IH
John Thomas Jefferson Clunie




























































DATE CHILD'S NAME NAME OF MOTHER NAME OF FATHER PLACE OF BIRTH
May continued
24 Tabetha Lynn Comeau
25 Nicolas James Edgar











9 Elizabeth Nicole Everett
9 Laura Rose Puderbaugh
10 Logan Jacob Hughes
11 David Daniel Bernard
12 Gregory Peter Clauson
14 Nevin Steven Hodge
14 Alysha Marie Bushey
26 Richard Everett Butts
26 Alyssa Michele Campbell
27 Jeffrey William Bogrett
30 Kenneth Brian Waldron
July
1 Brandon Dean Locke
1 Leah Michelle Simmons
2 Kevin Francis Ghelli
4 Michale Denis Chamberlain
7 Ashley Ann Newman
12 Shea Richard Ahern
14 Kasi Ann Lavely
14 Corey Lee Rheaume
14 Kelly Ann Phillips
18 Keith James Cadoret
20 Jodi Lynn Burleigh
23 Christine Ann Higgins
23 Candice Marie Webb
24 Anastasia Lynne Brown
25 Seth Alexander Boisvert
25 Michael William Fongeallaz
28 Mary Ellen Fenstermaker
August
3 Courtney Nettie Felch
7 Aja Marie Littlefield
8 Nicole Marie Brackett
8 Jonathan Carl Geggis
10 Anthony Paul Scarelli
12 Christopher Maurice Gingras
15 Amber Leigh Keuenhoff
21 Katie Rae Welch
21 Scott Robert Jackson Lister
26 Jesse Ross Lamontagne
26 Mary Katherine Patricia Joyce
29 Jared Daniel Manteuffel
30 Alex Benjamin Rapice


























































William Joseph Newman HI
John Joseph Ahern
Steven Paul Lavely



































































DATE CHILD'S NAME NAME OF MOTHER NAME OF FATHER PLACE OF BmTH
September
1 Alexander Gilbert Page
1 Sara Lynn Doyon
4 Douglas Allen Lovely II
5 Justin Lawrence Clarke
6 Laura Fay Lyon
9 Troy Jerry Fauteux
13 Jessica Lynn Robinson
15 Matthew Ernest Richards
20 Sara Michele Tosti
23 Kevin Joseph Murphy
29 William Richard Winters
30 Leah Ann Canino
30 Tammy Marie Pratt
October
5 Shelley Kay Forbus
5 Stephanie Ann Darling
10 Danelle Marie Pecola
13 Robert John Bailey IH
14 Cody Leigh Sayers
17 Crystal Marie Pratt
18 Amanda Ruth Hamel
20 Peter Michael Leduc
23 Peter Tillson Campbell
28 Kara Leighanne Hutchinson
November
4 Sara Evelyn Shea
7 Katelin Marie Tolman
17 Patrick Joseph Gagne
17 Tyler Joseph Laroche
20 Richard James Kenney, Jr.
20 Kathryn Elizabeth DeFlumeri
22 Sara Rose Dotson
25 Sarah Edna Farmer
December
1 Chelsea Lee Batchelder
4 Grant Adam Piercey
5 Ryanne Nole McCann
10 Melissa Christine Wallis
20 Amber Lee Gardner
22 Amy Sue Doyle




















































































































DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF RAYMOND, NH
For the Year Ending December 31, 1986
Date Name of Deceased Place of Death Father's Name Mother's Maiden Nan
Januarji
3 Irene Staples Manchester, NH Charles Littlefield Ida -
3 Raymond Albert Graveline Exeter, NH Albert R. Graveline Florida Laferty
7 Hanah Mary Danna Exeter, NH — —
14 Marcel Raymond Derry, NH Maurice Raymond Armande Cliche
15 Josephine L. Clemetson Brentwood, NH Joseph Shimpa Mary Pospichal
19 Eleanor C. Hayes Manchester, NH William Scully —
31 Charles A. Trask Manchester, NH Fred G. Trask Ellen Sweeney
February
2 Armand J. Martin Manchester, NH Andrew Martin Cathleen Dumas
26 Katie Marie Newbanks Exeter, NH Dale H. Newbanks Mary Ann Murray
March
1 James H. Noonan Manchester, NH William Noonan Lucia Bachand
2 Warren Clyde Wright Raymond, NH Clyde Wright Carrie Hillard
13 Ethel L. Dow Brentwood, NH Charles F. Dow Ida Harrington
20 Alice Kulakowski Salem, MA Thomas Shannon Catherine Kevin
21 Eugene Joseph Frenette Manchester, NH George Frenette Laura Roy
April
6 Louis Elmer Griffin Raymond, NH Louis Elmer Griffin, Sr. Hannah Carlton
7 Felicia Irene Thurber Manchester, NH Scott Thurber Brenda Schinck
May
10 Raymond E. Jacques Concord, NH Herbert Jacques Josaphine MacKenzie
16 Thomas A. Austin Raymond, NH Theodore Austin Winefred Caire
19 Joseph L. Forsyth Exeter, NH Frances Forsyth Mabel F. Banton
19 John Stewart Manchester, NH Thomas G. Stewart Ellen Ferguson
20 John T. Lyons Exeter, NH Thomas Lyons Beatrice Ahearn
28 Mary Wardwell Brentwood, NH Henry Stone Frances Warner
June
1 Gwendolyn Barnes Raymond, NH Edward Bizzell Lizzie Barnes
1 Edna Johnson Brentwood, NH Adrian Dudley Lillian Marston
July
4 Arthur Winfred Severance Raymond, NH Herbert W. Severance Lilla Price
4 Michael Ernest Ingraham Manchester, NH Robert E. Ingraham Evelyn Brown
5 Esther L. Brown Exeter, NH James Thomas Wyatt Mary Elizabeth Tennis
12 Vivian Brown Brentwood, NH William Fraser Rebecca Wolsey
22 Elizabeth M. Hayes Manchester, NH Victor Soucia Mary Gardiner
24 Charles .V Hensley Exeter, NH Charles W. Hensley Katherine Grogan
25 Dwight Henry Joslin Exeter, NH Elmer Levi Joslin Bertha Wilson
25 Roger Brown Manchester, NH George Louis Brown Clara Pitts
26 Katie Bell Dingman Nashua, NH Charles Chamberlain Lula Lovering
29 Catherine E. Bohle Manchester, NH Earle H.H. Wilbur Nancy Jane Kelly
September
13 Grace W. Kimel Fremont, NH Edward Emerson Berry Bessie Abbott
15 John J. Burke Manchester, NH Peter Burke Johanna Flynn
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Date Name of Deceased Place of Death Father's Name Mother's Maiden Name
October
8 Douglas Dan Houghton Raymond, NH Dan E. Houghton Izetta Sargent
9 Marguerite Littlewood Manchester, NH Chester Libby Myrtle —
15 Ruby G. Colligan Derry, NH Josiah Gordon Rose Prescott
17 Winona Woods Scrutton Fremont, NH Herman Woods Maude Thompson
19 Jessie F. Cheadle Raymond, NH Roy French Martha Fuller
20 William Ivry Reynolds Raymond, NH — Susie Reynolds
22 Elizabeth M. Bradfield Exeter, NH Luke Clinton Rose Brooks
November
8 Howard A. Thayer Manchester, NH William Thayer Floy Cutler
20 Joseph Charest Raymond, NH Alfred Charest Matilda Bourassa
24 Ila L. Harvey Exeter, NH Charles B. Harvey Elvira Smith
December
2 Ellery A. Butler Raymond, NH Harold Butler Rita Dyment




Lamprey Health Care (formerly the Newmarket Regional
Health Center) marks its sixteenth year of providing services
during 1987. Lamprey Health Care operates two medical of-
fices, one in Newmarket and one in Raymond. Both facilities
provide general medical care, preventive health services, com-
munity outreach, social services and short term counseling with
referreal to mental health agencies. Services also offered by
Lamprey Health Care include Senior Citizen Transportation and
Information & Referral Services for Rockingham County.
The change of name from the Newmarket Regional Health
Center to Lamprey Healch Care was the result of a long and
careful planning process. The word Lamprey was chosen
because it brings a sense of history and indicates the wider
geographic region we serve. Health Care was chosen because
it best summarizes what we do and what we believe in.
Along with our new name, 1986 was a year of big changes
for Lamprey Health Care. In January, the new Raymond facility
opened on Route 27. The new 6,200 square foot facility allows
Lamprey Health Care to provide more services in a spacious
modern facility to the residents of the Raymond area. The Board
and Staff of Lamprey Health Care are in the planning process
for a new facility in Newmarket to replace the current one on
Elm Street.
Paul Friedrichs, M.D., a Family Practitioner, joined the
staff in June, as did John Mark Blowen, Family Nurse Practi-
tioner. They join Edward Benoit, M.D. and Karen Brainard,
M.D., Family Practitioners; Cynthia Rasmussen, M.D.,
Obstetrician/Gynecologist; Sarah Oxnard, M.D., Pediatrician;
Michael Lewis, P.A.-C; Barbara Janeway, A. R.N. P.; and
Anne Fawcett, A.R.N. P. to the medical team for Lamprey
Health Care. In June of 1987, Micki Kantrowitz, M.D., Fami-
ly Practitioner, will join the staff. The addition of physicians
in recent years allows Lamprey Health Care to serve the grow-
ing population of this area effectively.
Under the direction of Dr. Rasmussen, Lamprey Health
Care offers a prenatal program which includes prenatal,
delivery, and postpartum care. Other components of the pro-
gram include nutritional counseling, prenatal classes and social
service referral.
Lamprey Health Care continues to operate the Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. In December of 1986, Lam-
prey Health Care purchased two new 1 8 + passenger buses to
replace two buses with many miles and high maintenance costs.
These two new buses were purchased in cooperation with
COAST (The Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast Transporta-
tion) and are a welcome addition to our fleet of buses. Three
of the five buses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to provide
services to the handicapped. The transportation service enables
senior citizens to remain independent, self-sufficient and active
by providing the means to needed services, including medical,
food shopping and recreational trips. For further information,
call 659-2424 or toll-free, 1-800-582-7279.
In early 1987, a new medical information program will be
available. Tel-Med is a taped library of "non-diagnostic" health
information designed to provide basic facts about certain
diseases, conditions or health issues. The library will contain
200 taped messages which can be accessed 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, by residents with touch-tone phones and Monday-
Friday from 8 AM to 4 PM by residents with rotary dial. The
numbers to call to reach Tel-Med are 433-3232 and 433-3242,
and 659-7514 and 659-7516. The Tel-Med Program is funded
by the Foundation for Seacoast Health of Portsmouth. For more
information about Tel-Med, call 659-3106.
Lamprey Health Care wishes to express its deepest ap-





SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers
a wide variety of services, resources and technical assistance
to all towns that are dues-paying members of the Commission.
A professional planning staff, assisted by consultants in certain
specialized fields for which the Commission is unable to employ
a full-time staff, work under the direction of your representatives
to the Commission in developing and carrying out planning pro-
grams that require regional perspective as well as which per-
tain to your community
Local planning assistance requests are normally made by the
Planning Board and/or the Board of Selectmen of your town
based on your local priorities. However, certain general studies,
notifications or acquisition of resources that are deemed essen-
tial for all member municipalities of the Commission are also
conducted with the concurrence of the Commission.
Services that were performed for the Town of Raymond dur-
ing the past year are as follows:
1
.
Updated the town base map in the scale of 1" = 1000';
2 . Provided the Planning Board with a suggested schedule
for public notices and hearings pertaining to zoning and
building code amendments;
3 . Provided testimonies to the House and Senate committees
of the 1986 session of the General Court on the HB 363,
349, 215, 174, 94 and 48; and SB 109, 1 17, 1 19, 215 and
110FN. These bills pertain to planning and zoning issues;
4 . Prepared a report on school children multipliers for the
region, including an analysis of findings for the Town of
Raymond;
5 . Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which
Raymond officials were invited; and
6 . Conducted a workshop on how to prepare a capital im-
provement program for any town. The Planning Board was
invited to participate.
Raymond's Representatives to the Commission are:
Mr. Ronald P. Simone
Vacant
Executive Committee Member: Mr. Ronald P. Simone
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Resigned Dec. 21, 1986
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
James S. Carnrite
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Cheryl A. Stratchko
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
School Administrative Unit #33
37 Epping Street
Raymond, New Hampshire 03077
(603) 895-4299
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RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 8,
The Raymond School District Meeting was called to order
at 3:33 p.m. in the Raymond Community Gymnasium by the
moderator, J. Chandler Newton. The moderator declared the
meeting in recess at 3:34 p.m. so that the people standing in
line could receive their voting cards.
The moderator called the meeting back to order at 3:40 p.m.
and then read the School District Warrant.
Sandra Ellis was then introduced and a moment of silence
was observed in memory of James Noonan, who passed away
last Saturday. He was the husband of Janet Noonan, a member
of the Raymond PTO.
The moderator, J. Chandler Newton, offered the prayer
and the Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all those attending.
BALLOT CLERKS:
Assunta Ege Frank O'Brien
Pauline Gordon Delmar Anderson
Marion Lovejoy Joan King
Rita Curtis Guy Spinney
Assistant Moderators:
Edward Thompson Warren Clifford
The moderator stated that Bradley's Simplified Rules of
Order would be used to conduct the meeting, and they were
read by the moderator.
Method of Voting: Articles that were not voted upon by
secret ballot were voted upon by raising "light yellow" col-
ored voting cards with the letter"A" printed on them, unless
declared otherwise by the moderator. The moderator stated that
a secret ballot could be requested by any five (5) registered
voters prior to a vote or seven (7) registered voters who will
stand and request a secret ballot if they dispute the vote.
School district voters received their voting cards from the
ballot clerks after stating their name to the ballot clerk and be-
ing checked off on the check list.
The moderator then turned the meeting over to Dr. Maurice
Demeritt who introduced the building committee, officials from
the superintendent's office, the architect, school district legal
counsel, school district clerk and the school board officials.
ARTICLE 1
Motion: By Maurice Demeritt, duly seconded by Kathleen
Hoelzel, that the sum of Six Million, Six Hundred Fifty Thou-
sand Dollars ($6,650,000.00) is appropriated for construction
of a new high school and for reconstruction, alteration and/or
enlargement of the existing junior-senior high school building
and for purchasing equipment and furnishings of a lasting
character in connection therewith; that to raise this appropria-
tion the school board is authorized to borrow Six Million, Six
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($6,650,000.00) under the
Muncipal Finance Act; and that the school board is authorized
to contract for and accept any Federal and state aid available
for the project and to take all other action necessary to carry
out this vote.
1986
At this time, each member of the building committee spoke
to the article.
The architect, Frank Maranais, spoke on the proposed
structure.
The moderator then opened the floor for general discus-
sion on Article 1 . After a moderate amount of discussion by
the floor, a motion was made to move the question.
Motion: By James Demeritt, duly seconded by Edward
Thompson, to move the question.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Edward Thompson, duly seconded by Steve
Golthwaite, to keep the polls open for two (2) hours.
At this time, the moderator stated that under state law the
polls must remain open for at least one (1) hour when voting
on a bond issue. If the voters wanted the polls to remain open
longer they could vote to do so.
The motion to keep the polls open for two (2) hours was
voted on by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Article 1 was voted on by marking either yes or no on a
blue bond issue ballot, given to each voter by a ballot clerk as
that voter gave his/her name to the ballot clerk and was check-
ed off on the voter check list.
The ballot boxes were open for inspection and declared
empty by the assistant moderators.
The moderator declared the polls open at 5:00 p.m. The
polls would remain open until 7:00 p.m. when the vote would
be counted. The moderator declared the meeting in recess until
the majority of voters went through the line, at which time the
meeting would reconvene, with the polls still open, until the
polls closed at 7:00 p.m.
The meeting was recessed at 5:01 p.m.
The moderator called the meeting back to order at 5:43 p.m.
ARTICLE 2
Motion: By Maurice Demeritt, duly seconded by Kathleen
Hoelzel, that the reports of the agents, auditors, committees
and/or officers of the Raymond School District as set forth in
the annual report of the district, be accepted and placed on file.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 3
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Maurice
Demeritt, that the school district authorize the school board to
apply for, accept and expend without further action by the
School District Meeting, money from the state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1986-1987 school fiscal year provided that such ex-
penditures be made for purposes for which a school district may
appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the
expenditure of other school district funds. Further, that the
school board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spen-
ding such money.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
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ARTICLE 4
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Elizabeth
O'Donnell that the district choose one (1) Raymond voter to
serve as a member of the Raymond School District Staff
Development Committee for a term of one (1) year.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Elizabeth
O'Donnell to nominate Florence Bell to serve as a member of
the Raymond School District Staff Development Committee for
a term of one (1) year.
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Kathleen
Hoelzel that the nominations be closed.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The motion of the nomination of Florance Bell to serve as
a member of the Raymond School District Staff Development
Committee was voted on by a show of cards. Voted in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 5
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Elizabeth
O'Donnell, that the district choose one (1) Raymond voter to
serve as a member of the Raymond School District Staff
Development Committee for a term of two (2) years.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Donna Woodard
to nominate Judith Frontierro to serve as a member of the Ray-
mond School District Staff Development Committee for a term
of two (2) years.
Motion: By Sandra Ellis, duly seconded by Donna
Woodard, that the nominations be closed.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The motion of the nomination of Judith Frontierro to serve
as a member of the Raymond School District Staff Develop-
ment Committee for two (2) years was voted on by a show of
cards, in the AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 6
Motion: By Maurice Demeritt, duly seconded by Sandra
Ellis, that the district raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thou-
sand Dollars ($10,000.00) as a contingency fund, to meet the
cost of unanticipated expenses, all in accordance with RSA
198:4-b. Further, that any surplus in this account at the close
of the fiscal year be transferred to the capital reserve fund for
renovation of existing buildings and the construction of addi-
tional school buildings, and for the cost of such renovations and
construction.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
ARTICLE 7
Motion: By Kathleen Hoelzel, duly seconded by Sandra Ellis
that the district raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty-Nine Thousand, Five Hundred Ten Dollars
($129,510.00) to fund the cost items related to an increase in
teachers' salaries and benefits attributable to the latest collec-
tive bargaining agreement for the fiscal year 1986-1987, such
sum of money representing the additional costs attributable to
the increase in salaries and benefits over those obligations
payable under the second year of the collective bargaining agree-
ment, this being the third year of a three year contract.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
At this time, the moderator postponed Article 8 until after
the vote on the Bond Issue - Article 1 , since Article 8 was depen-
dent upon the outcome of Article 1
The moderator recessed the meeting at 6:00 p.m. stating
that the meeting would be recessed until 7: 15 p.m. or until all
the ballots were counted after the closing of the polls.
The moderator declared the polls closed at 7:02 p.m.
The ballot boxes were opened and the ballot clerks counted
the vote under the supervision of the moderator and assistant
moderators.
The moderator reconvened the meeting at 7:29 p.m.
Total Votes Cast 648
Total Votes Needed To Pass: 432
A Bond Issue Article must pass by two-thirds of the total vote.
Yes: 484 No: 162 Blank: 2
Article 1 voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
Motion: By Hughin Holt, duly seconded by Timothy Louis,
to reconsider Article 1
Mr. Holt then spoke to the floor to encourage people to vote
against this reconsideration thereby preventing anybody subse-
quently in the meeting from reconsidering this article. Once
reconsidered and voted in the negative, the article would be pass-
ed and we wouldn't have to worry any more about any possibili-
ty of anybody deciding to reconsider and vote it down.
The moderator asked the floor if they all understood what
the motion meant. The moderator then explained the motion.
After his explanation the motion was voted upon.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the NEGATIVE.
Before going on to Article 8, the moderator introduced the
School Board Chairman, Maurice Demeritt. Dr. Demeritt called
Hughin Holt to the podium. Thanks were given to Hughin for
his twenty-one (21) years of service on the Raymond School
Board. A gift certificate was presented to Mr. Holt from the
school Board, citizens and children of the Town of Raymond
for his many years of service.
At this time, we returned to Article 8.
Motion: By Maurice Demeritt, duly seconded by Kathleen
Hoelzel that the district raise and appropriate the sum of Four
Million, Seven Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand, Five Hundred
Sixty-Four Dollars ($4,752,564.00) for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district of-
ficials and agents other than benefit and salary increases to
teachers; and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district.
Voted by a show of cards. Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE.
The moderator recognized Roger Woodhead, chairperson
of the building committee. Mr. Woodhead addressed the floor
thanking the voters and the building committee for their strong
support.
Kathleen Hoelzel was then recognized. Mrs. Hoelzel thank-
ed Dr. Demeritt on behalf of the district for his many years
of service on the school board.
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Dr. Maurice Demeritt then stood and thanked the district
• for their support.
Motion, By Elizabeth O.Donnell, duly seconded by
Kathleen Hoelzel to adjourn the meeting.
Voted on by a show of cards. Voted in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
The moderator adjourned the March 8, 1986 School District
Meeting at 7:48 p.m.
Linda J. Hoelzel
Raymond School District Clerk
A true copy of the minutes of the School District Meeting
of March 8, 1986.
Attest:
Linda J. Hoelzel
Raymond School District Clerk
STATE OF NEW HAMPHIRE
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
MARCH 25, 1986
LINDA J. HOELZEL APPEARED BEFORE ME TO ATTEST
TO THE ABOVE.
GLORIA E. CARNEY — NOTARY PUBLIC
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 6-29-88
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
Effective July 1, 1986, Raymond's SAU #33 became of-
ficial. Soon thereafter, the Raymond School Board adopted an
ambitious list of objectives (listed in Chairperson Ellis' report.)
The organization, or category of activities of the new SAU was
recommended and approved by the School Board in response
to the need to establish an efficient work flow.
Category of Activities - SAU Office
Responsibilities of the Superintendent of Schools
Community Information and Relations
Curriculum and Instruction







These activities define the major divisions of responsibilities
which establish the total operational aspect of the school system.
Assistant Superintendent Cheryl Stratchko is assigned the ad-
ministrative responsibilities for curriculum and instruction plus
all certified personnel. She reports directly to the Superinten-
dent of Schools, who in turn reports to the School Board.
Each of the basic activities are organized in line formation
which leads from the SAU office to the point of operation. For
example, discussion of classroom instructional standards leads
to discussion at the building level which leads to classroom ac-
tivity which affects students. Actual accomplishments to date
include the:
— determination of direction for each area of activity
— development of a school district/community newsletter
— organization of the SAU business office which includes
payroll, purchasing, accounts receivable, and accounting
(started by Ms. Stratchko in 1985)
— development of personnel forms; implementation of evalua-
tion procedures and refinement of employment practices
— recasting of the budget format including expenditure iden-
tification by location
— development of transportation trip lists, revision of specifica-
tions, and needs projections for 1987
— revised and updated planning for the new high school
The 1986-87 school year is just the beginning of Raymond's
public school drive for excellence. Top on the list of priorities is:
— to stabilize the teaching staff
— to construct the new high school and renovate the middle
school
— to meet all state standards and create the most effective cur-
riculum and instructional delivery system possible
— to fine tune processes and in some areas create administrative
systems that support the instructional effort
The first year has been a new venture for almost all of the
people connected with the Raymond schools. What was a
relatively small program a few years ago has grown into a six
and one-half million dollar school system employing over one
hundred and sixty-five people. Good schools providing good
instruction cost money, time and effort. I think we all agree
that the future of Raymond's children represents an investment
that cannot be shortchanged. Be assured that we are all com-
mitted to the delivery of excellence.
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This year, many positive steps are being taken in the Ray-
mond School District. On July 1st we entered into our first year
with our own SAU. Heading the SAU 33 office you will find
Dr. James S. Carnrite, Superintendent, and Cheryl A. Strat-
chko, Assistant Superintendent. The activities of the central of-
fice fall into basic categories, the responsibilities of which are
divided up between the Superintendent and Assistant
Superintendent.
Each year, the School Board members, with suggestions by
the Superintendent, set goals. Listed below are 13 we selected:





The construction of the new Raymond High School
The planning for the renovation of the Raymond Middle
School
The development of a district-wide music program
The selection, development and retention of all staff
members who will meet performance standards of
excellence
The development of a planned public relations program
which will improve the image of the Raymond Schools
The development of an accountability system for
administrators
The improvement of teacher morale
The improvement of the buildings and grounds
maintenance program
The development and uniform administration of standards
of student behavior
The reinforcement and improvement of student literacy
The review and evaluation of the transportation system
The improvement of student achievement
The development of curriculum programs of instruction
that provide equal, consistent, educational opportunity
Another step forward for the school district is the construc-
tion now underway on Harriman Hill Road — the site of our
new high school. Hopefully, we will be able to enter the
classroom wing by September 1987, if not, definitely by
December 1987, with the facility totally completed by July 1988.
This year, many of you have seen a new administrator at
our high school. We have been very lucky to have Denis Joy
in the position of principal. At this point the School Board feels
we have an excellent administrative leadership in all three








The State standards ratings for our schools are improving.
At the elementary school, since installation of the portable
classrooms, we have again earned the category of IB — the
highest possible rating for an elementary school without a
kindergarten. Our middle school is an Approved Provisional
middle school. Our problem is that instructional time in art and
music are not met and staffing in industrial arts is incomplete.
The high school has improved since last year, but still rated
Conditionally Approved. The three items needed to comply with
the State will be met when the new school is occupied. All three
items are space related.
In the middle school this year, a special program is being
offered to 8th grade advanced students called Introduction of
Algebra. It will be a challenge, giving students a background
in Algebra, and a chance for them to take advanced level math
courses in high school. A high school credit will be given.
This September we started negotiations with the Raymond
Teachers Organization, and as I write this report, we are at im-
passe. If you compare us with surrounding towns or towns of
our size, our teachers are poorly paid. The School Board sees
this, agrees with this, and wants to do something about it. The
School Board feels they should be given a substantial increase,
but want something in return for our children in Raymond.
Our budget this year was a very difficult one to put together
and the School Board feels the administration did a fine job.
The bond this year is going to hit the townspeople very hard,
therefore, we have kept the budget as close to last year as possi-
ble. When you examine the school budget, please bear in mind
there are certain obligations such as benefits, special education
costs, transportation, contracted salaries, and the bond. You
will then realize that our budget is in line when you consider
the opening of another building.
There are many exciting things happening here in Raymond
at our schools. The future for us is a very positive one, but there
always seems to be something thrown in the path and it takes
extra time to step over the obstacle. We all have to work together
to reach our goals. With the townspeople's support I know we
will get there and you will all be very proud of the Raymond
School District. A special thanks to all for making Raymond






RAYMOND STAFF DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
When the 1986-87 school year started, the Staff Develop-
ment Committee knew there was a challenge ahead of us. This
being the end of our five-year program, Raymond's Master Plan
had to be updated, necessitating a visit from Alexander J.
Blastos, State Department of Education.
On December 11, 1986, Mr. Blastos came and spent the
entire day in Raymond. He met with SAU administration, ad-
ministration and personnel from each school, and then a final
meeting with the Staff Development Committee. I wish I could
put in this report the areas Mr. Blastos commended us on
(schools, administration, staff and students) — you'd be very
proud. He also gave us a few areas that the Staff Development
Committee could work on in the new Master Plan. We will
follow his suggestions as we write the plan since the final ap-
proval comes from the State Department of Education.
This year, the Staff Development Committee has already
presented many workshops. Again, most were taught by our
own staff members. Listed below are workshops that the Staff
Development Committee has offered to date:
Reading Instruction Workshop by Barbara Watts
Scott Foresman Workshop by Pat Peters
Attention Deficits and Hyperactivity Workshop by Dr. Storm
Nature Walk Workshop by L.R.E.S. Staff
Writing Workshop (How Do I Do This & Everything Else
Too) by Marilyn Lindquist
Writing Workshop, For New Staff by Marilyn Lindquist
Computer Education by Shawn McDonough
Introduction to Thinking Skills by Bill Garnett
Gross Motor Activities by John Fulton
Project Wild Outdoors by Judith Silverberg
These workshops are open to the public if you would like
to attend. Everyone is welcome.
At this time, I want to thank all the people who supported
the workshops. Without their time and effort, we would not be
as successful as we are. Also, a thank you to the people of Ray-
mond for their support. And, if you have some spare time, take
a walk around Raymond's Nature Trail located behind the










Charlene Brox (School Board)
Robert Carlberg
James Demeritt (Planning Commission)









RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTIONS
March 11, 1986
The Raymond School District Elections were called to order School District Clerk for one (1) year: One (1)
in the Raymond Consolidated School Gymnasium by the * Linda Hoelzel 529 votes
moderator, Frank G. Case. Donna Margaritis 2 votes
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by all present. Joan Harmon 1 vote
BALLOT CLERKS: J. Chandler Newton 1 vote
Assunta Ege Joan King Pauline Gordon 1 vote
Pauline Gordon Marion Lovejoy Francis Carlberg 1 vote
Margaret Case Elizabeth Robinson Rudy Burns 1 vote
Rita Curtis Delmar Anderson Judith Frontierro 1 vote
The ballot boxes were opened and declared empty. The Iber Gove 1 vote
moderator read the School District Warrant at 9:55 a.m . The polls School District Moderator for one (1) year: One (1)
were declared open by the moderator at 10:01 a.m. The polls were * J. Chandler Newton 537 votes
declared closed by the moderator at 7:00 p.m. The official ballot Frank G. Case 11 votes
for the Raymond School District Elections was pink. Joe Gordon 1 vote
Edward Thompson 1 vote
School Board Member for three (3) years: Two (2) Nelson Sherman 1 vote
* Charlene Brox 365 votes Richard Loiselle 1 vote
* Kathleen Hoelzel 365 votes
Leo Fitzgerald 181 votes Total Ballots: 2,000
Rudy Burns 151 votes Total Ballots Cast: 626
Maurice Demeritt 3 votes Total Absentee Ballots Cast: 14
Hughin Holt 2 votes Total Ballots Uncast: 1,360
Christine Fitzgerald 1 vote A motion was made by Pauline Gordon to adjourn the School
Peg Case 1 vote District Election. Motion was duly <seconded by Lorraine C. Reed.
Candy Cottral 1 vote Voted by those present by voice - Aye or Nay.
Billy Bob Hoyt 1 vote Voted in the AFFIRMATIVE























Lamprey River Elementary School
PRINCIPALS REPORT
RODERICK D. CREPEAU - PRINCIPAL
The elementary school student soared over the 600 mark
this September. "It's hard to believe there are so many kids,"
remarked one long time Raymond resident. Lamprey River
Elementary is one of the largest elementary schools in New
Hampshire and is still growing, especially in the primary grades,





Preschool* 22 Grade 3 104
Readiness 55 Grade 4 108
Grade 1 97 Grade 5 89
Grade 2 117 Special Ed. 19
Total - 611
*Available for educationally handicapped students only.
The four portable classrooms were opened in the nick of
time to accommodate the growing numbers of students. Once
last minute construction problems were solved, these leased ad-
ditions received many favorable comments from parents,
students and teachers.
The instructional space the portables provide allows us to
use our library as a library, and again, achieve the highest possi-
ble rating for an elementary school without a kindergarten. Lam-
prey River's category IB rating is the direct result of commu-
nity commitment to education and the many opportunities it
offers to enrich the lives of children.
In addition to providing children with a healthy measure
of the basics, (reading, writing, and arithmetic), Lamprey River
faculty are developing an environmental studies program and
are building a nature trail to take advantage of the natural op-
portunities our school site has to offer. It is our hope that this
new program will expand our ability to nurture and develop
your children's interest in and curiosity about the natural
wonders all around us.
Providing opportunities for children to grow and develop
is a shared responsibility between teachers and parents. Our PTO
brings enchanting fairy tales, classic stories, such as: Treasure
Island, and famous people such as: Lewis and Clark "alive"
at special assembly programs through its sponsorship of our Per-
forming Arts series. Students in our upper grades enjoy extra
curricular offerings including sports, band, and chorus. All
students enjoy our new focus on nature assemblies, where ex-
perts present entertaining and informative programs about liv-
ing things.
Our enrichment program, open to students in grades 3-5,
allows more academically talented students to explore interests
and activities not available in the regular curriculum. Students
edit the Bull Frog, learn to run a recess popcorn business, pro-
gram computers, produce plays, and pursue more individual
interests with the help and encouragement of Mr. Dan Page,
program director.
Lamprey River Elementary School faculty always con-
tributes time, energy, and expertise to this school district over
and above normal expectations. Teachers meet with parents,
work on curriculum, are involved in projects such as: nature
trail; conduct and attend workshops and seminars; and serve
on school district committees. Perhaps no one showed more in-
terest of this kind of commitment and dedication than Mrs. Elsie
Cate, third grade teacher who retired this past year. For those
of us that had the pleasure of working with Mrs. Cate, she liv-
ed her philosophy of giving 100% to the children each day. On
the behalf of the many children you served — thank you, Mrs.
Cate.
This kind of dedication is typical of another person who
also gave much to the children and parents of Raymond — Mrs.
Charlyne Allard, School Nurse, who passed away this summer.
Whether bandaging a scrape or listening to a student's problems,
Mrs. Allard always related to children with compassion and car-
ing. She exemplified the highest ideals of school nursing and
made a reality of the goal of helping children lead healthier and
happier lives.
Professionals such as these, along with the consistent sup-
port of the community, create the opportunities for children to





Lamprey River Elementary School
Raymond, New Hampshire
FACULTY 1986-1987
Roderick D. Crepeau, Principal











































Holly Brunelli, Guidance Counselor
Janice Eustis, Occupational Therapy
Doris Finch, Learning Disabilities







Deborah Wood, Chapter I





The 1986-87 school opening was considerably smoother
than the previous year, due to the return of a majority of our
professional staff. The new staff members joining us have
brought with them strong middle school backgrounds which
have enhanced our middle school atmosphere.
Although we are still struggling with overcrowded condi-
tions, we are optimistic about this year's accomplishments. One
of the major changes for this year has been organizing the mid-
dle school into House Groups. To initiate the implementation
of a Middle School Program that responds to the particular needs
of eleven to fourteen year old students, we have organized our
students and staff into House Groups. Our House Groups con-
sist of units of students from grades six through eight. By us-
ing these groups of students we have a selection of students from
grades six through eight in each house group. This grouping
of students causes a more cohesive spirit and generates a positive
school attitude independent of specific grade level
characteristics. It prohibits the development of condescending
attitudes of older students towards younger ones by uniting their
efforts and fostering the cooperation necessary to achieve shared
goals.
The Middle School Enrichment Program involves approx-
imately 55 students. Enrollment in the program changes as pro-
jects and units are completed and new ones have begun. Through
the end of the second quarter in January, several groups of
students in grades 6-8 have worked on the Middle School
newspaper, "The Tablet", solving an artifact box which is a
program coordinated through the University of Conn.; and com-
piling a slide-audio presentation for the nature trail committee
and Middle School Parent Core Group. The projects have in-
cluded camera and darkroom technology, writing, art, research
skills, computer work and organizational skills. A special pro-
ject involving use of a pinhole camera for grade 7 science classes
involved use of the darkroom facilities and working with high
school students who have independent studies in photography.
For the remainder of the year, work will continue on the mid-
dle school newspaper photography groups, nature exploration
and independent units as needed.
This is the first year our middle school students have had
organized instructions on the computers. Mr. McDonough has
been working with the students and staff in classrooms and in
the computer lab.
The class trips for this year will be Nature's Classroom
for the sixth grade and Washington, D.C. for the eighth grade.
The students have been fund-raising to offset the cost of the trips.
- PRINCIPAL
The school nurse has been doing height, weight and vision
testing on all the middle school students. Athletic exams were
done on a number of students. This exam included a blood
pressure check and an exam by the school doctor. All students
in the middle school have immunization records on file.
The faculty and administrators at the middle school are
looking forward to the completion of the building projects and
the renovations which will allow the Raymond Middle School
to be the only occupants of our present facility.







































As this report is written, the first real signs of the "new"
Raymond High School are appearing; lots of large earth-moving
equipment; trenches dug for footings; materials ready to con-
struct forms.
Along with the new building, we are gearing up for a new,
vigorous assault on improving all facets of the school.
For example:
1 . We have an R-12 mathematics curriculum committee at
work.
2 . We are establishing a fifth-year of mathematics for those
students with exceptional math skills.
3 . A French program will be implemented to complement
our present Spanish offerings.
4 . We hope to add more laboratory time in those sciences
requiring it.
Our co-curricular programs are improving. The quality of
our athletic teams and music organizations is positive. They will
"fly faster and higher" if we can continue to increase the
number of students who participate in clubs and on teams.




This year we have thirty-five students in grades nine through
twelve participating in the Enrichment Program. The most ob-
vious product of the Enrichment program is our American
Scholastic Press Association National First Place award win-
ning school newspaper, The Raymond Voice, which all of you
receive in the mail. Raymond High School students do all of
the writing, editing, proofreading, photography, layout, and
circulating.
Other Enrichment students gain independent study credit
in graphic arts and some work as mentors at the Lamprey River
Elementary School.
Health
Raymond High School students participated in the pre-
school hearing/vision screening program conducted by the
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health at the Congregational
Church. The students received a letter of commendation from
the sponsors.
Two hundred students were given athletic physicals and one
hundred and nine students received height, weight, vision, and





































































































As the school year comes to an end and the new year begins
shortly, we have a golden opportunity to again reflect on the
past and plan for the future.
As we look to the future of the Raymond School Lunch
Program, we see many major opportunities for growth for each
of us, and for our schools and community.
Ensuring quality programs is the number one action for
1986-87. The quality of school food service nutrition programs
is a major concern to each of us employed in the field, as well
as those individuals who are employed in support industries.
Students today demand and have a right to receive:
1 . High quality nutritious lunches
2 . A variety of choices
3 . Opportunities to learn nutrition concepts
4 . Good service
5 . Pleasant cafeteria surroundings
At Raymond, we have quality, nutritious lunches and some
choices — the future will bring more. Good service is a must,
and pleasant cafeteria surroundings are here, but improvement
is needed. Nutrition education is available to all food service
staff members and most of our staff, in Raymond, are certified
in the New Hampshire School Food Service Association. We
have some nutrition education resources for students but more
are needed. The future will bring us many good things and we
will learn from our past also.
We will always be in the "battle of the budget" for our
federal monies for all children participating in the national school
iunch programs, but with the support of our state agencies and
community, we can maintain our present funding.
Our staff is becoming a professional work force, and we






12,931 13,322 13,711 14,162 14,491 14,822
13,411 13,802 14,191 14,642 14,971 15,302
13,891 14,282 14,671 15,122 15,451 15,782
14,371 14,762 15,151 15,602 15,931 16,262
14,851 15,242 15,631 16,082 16,411 16,742
15,331 15,722 16,111 16,562 16,891 17,222
15,811 16,202 16,591 17,042 17,371 17,702
16,291 16,682 17,071 17,522 17,851 18,182
16,771 17,162 17,551 18,002 18,331 18,662
17,251 17,642 18,031 18,482 18,811 19,142
17,731 18,122 18,511 18,962 19,291 19,622
18,211 18,602 18,991 19,442 19,771 20,102
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
SALARY GUIDE 1986-1987













An additional $480 stipend will be paid to any teacher who otherwise would be entitled to only a $720 increase during the 1986-1987
school year.
Method of Compensation — l/26th of the annual salary shall be paid every other Friday until the last contract day. A final check
equal to the unpaid amount shall be paid at this time. When a teacher leaves or enters the district during the school year, the salary
due him/her will be prorated based upon the number of contract days versus the number of days in his/her contract.
SALARY GUIDE 1986-1987




















4 .4 2.4 1
3 1 2 1
2 1 2 1
2 2 1
2 4 .6
1 4 1 1 1
3 1 2
1
The above numbers represent teachers who are placed on the 1986-1987 salary schedule.
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Stephen D Plodzik. PA
Robert E Sanderson, PA
Paul J Mercier. CPA
Edward T. Perry, CPA
Armand G Martmeau. CPA
193 North Mam Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6906
AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Raymond School District
Raymond, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Raymond
School District and the combining fund and account group financial statements
of the School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1986, as listed
in the table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is
no t known
.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the Raymond School District, at June 30,
1986, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent
with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the combining fund and
account group financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of each of the funds and account groups of the Raymond
School District, at June 30, 1986, and the results of operations of such funds
for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining fund and
account group financial statements. The accompanying financial information
listed as supporting schedules in the table of contents is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial
statements of the Raymond School District. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the general
purpose, combining fund and account group financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the






REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
GENERAL FUND
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1985 (Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 51,453.49
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEARS (Balance and Receipts)













































































































































































TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $ 4,521,740.95
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
RAYMOND HOT LUNCH PROGRAM
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1985 (Treasurer's Bank Balance) $
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts)








BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1986 (Treasurer's Bank Balance)







DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Raymond Hot Lunch Program
Date From Whom Description
July 1985 State of New Hampshire Reimb. State
to Reimb. May






















Indian Head Bank Interest—NOW Account




























TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $ 223,694.09
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School Warrant For Election of Officers
RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District, in the Town of The polls will remain open from Ten O'Clock in the mor-
Raymond, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs: ning until Seven O'Clock in the evening and as much longer
thereafter as the voters of the School District, at the beginning
You are hereby notified to meet at the Raymond High of the meeting, may vote.
School in said District, on the tenth day of March 1987, at Ten
O'Clock in the morning, to act upon the following subjects: Given under our hands and seal this 19th day of February
1987.
1
. To choose a Moderator for a one year term. SCHOOT ROARD OF
„ „ , m , , RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
2 . To choose a Clerk for a one year term.
Sandra L. Ellis, Chairperson
3 . To choose a Treasurer for a one year term.
P>.
, , ~,^ ,,
™ . . „ , , *. , Charlene M. Brox
4 . To choose three School Board Members: —. .. ~ TTimothy T. Louis
1 for a three year term,
1 for a two year term, and
1 for a one year term
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RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN
THE TOWN OF RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Community Gym-
nasium in said District, on the seventh day of March, 1987,
at three-thirty p.m. in the afternoon to act upon the following
articles:
1 . To hear the report of auditors and pass any vote relating
thereto.
2 . To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further
action by the School District Meeting, money from the
State, Federal or other government unit or a private source
which becomes available during the 1987-88 school fiscal
year provided that such expenditures not require the ex-
penditure of other School District funds. Further, that the
School Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
3 . To choose one Raymond voter to serve as a member of
the Raymond School District Staff Development Commit-
tee for a term of two years.
4 . To see if the School District will vote to prohibit the sale,
distribution, storage, use and consumption of alcoholic
beverages on School District property.
5 . To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
Ten Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($10,000.00) as a con-
tingency fund, to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses,
all in accordance with RSA 198:4-b. Further, that any
surplus in this account at the close of the fiscal year be
transferred to the Capital Reserve Fund for renovation of
existing buildings and the construction of additional school
buildings, and for the cost of such renovations and con-
struction. (Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
6 . By petition to see if the District will vote to increase the
salaries for the members of the Raymond School Board
to be equal to those of the members of the Town of Ray-
mond Board of Selectmen. The yearly salary per Raymond
School Board member would be $1500 which is an in-
crease of $5300 over the total rate of expenditure. (Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee.)
7 . To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
popriate the sum of Two Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars,
($240,000.00) to fund the cost items attributable to the first
year of the Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into
by the School Board and the Raymond Teachers Organiza-
tion for the fiscal year 1987-88. (Recommended by the
Budget Committee.)
8 . By petition, to see if the School District will vote to transfer
.85 acres (more or less) at the site of the Lamprey River
Elementary School on Old Manchester Road to the Town
of Raymond for the purpose of locating a Safety Com-
plex Facility. The parcel to be transferred is located in
the southwest corner of Tax Map 5, Lot 38. Any costs
incurred in this transfer to be borne by the Town of
Raymond.
9 . To see if the School District will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of Six Million Two Hundred Fifty Nine
Thousand Eighty Three Dollars ($6,259,083.00) for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits
for school district officials and agents other than benefit
and salary increases to teachers; and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District. (Recommended by the
Budget Committee.)
To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS
DAY OF , 1987.
SCHOOL BOARD OF
RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE





SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET 1987-1988
RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE













2150 Speech Pathology and Audiology
2190 Other Pupil Services
2200 Instructional Staff Services
2210 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media




2310 All Other Objects
2320 Office of the Superintendent
2320/351 S.A.U. Management Services
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Administrative Services
2390 Other General Administrative Services
2400 School Administration Services
2500 Business Services
2520 Fiscal
2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant
2550 Pupil Transportation
3000 Communities Services
4000 Facilities Acquisitions and Construction
Budget
School Budget Committee
Approved Board's Committee NOT
Budget Budget Recommended Recommended











































Function PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
Budget
School Budget Committee
•proved Board's Committee NOT
Budget Budget Recommended Recommended






5220 To Federal Projects Fund
5240 To Food Service Fund
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
Bond Issue
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
REVENUES AND CREDITS AVAILABLE
Function TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
770 Unreserved Fund Balance
3000 Revenue from State Sources
3110 Foundation Aid
3210 School Building Aid
3220 Area Vocational School
3230 Driver Education
3240 Handicapped Aid
4000 Revenue From Federal Source
4410 ESEA




5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes
1000 Local Revenue other than Taxes
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments
Local School Lunch
Other Local Sources
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES AND CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT



































In order to make my contribution to the growth and welfare of the Town of Raymond,
I AM WILLING TO VOLUNTEER TO SERVE ON THE FOLLOWING BOARD OR COMMITTEE.
My preference is indicated by 1, 2, 3, etc.
Board of Adjustment—Regular Recreation Commission
Board of Adjustment—Alternate Highway Safety Committee
Planning Board—Regular Conservation Commission
Planning Board—Alternate Any Committee, as needed
Attach a brief statement as to why you feel qualified to serve as indicated above, and mail to:
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Att'n: Chairman of the Board
TOWN HALL
RAYMOND, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03077



